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b /2p2HQT2/ #v aQHHmK M/ o2/2H/
(R9)- r?B+?- Bb p2`v ++m`i2 +QKT`2/ rBi? i?2 61 K2i?Q/- 2p2M 7Q` HQM;
7`22 bTMb- M/ `2[mB`2b  +QMbB/2`#Hv HQr2` H2p2H Q7 `2bQm`+2b +QKT`2/ iQ
61X
h?2`2 `2 b2p2`H BM~m2M+BM; T`K2i2`b iQ +QMbB/2` BM `2HiBQM iQ pQ`i2t
BM/m+2/ pB#`iBQMbX  TBT2HBM2 BM +HQb2 T`QtBKBiv Q7 i?2 b2 #QiiQK- b 
7`22 bTM +QmH/ #2- rBHH 2tT2`B2M+2  rHH 2z2+i b  7mM+iBQM Q7 ;T `iBQ
Ue/DVX
JmiHm@amK2` M/ 6`2/bǠ2 (Re) T`2T`2/  `2pB2r Q7 `2b2`+? /QM2 QM
i?2 `2- M/ BM/B+i2 i?i pQ`i2t b?2//BM; rBHH #2 bmTT`2bb2/ #v TH+BM;
TBT2HBM2b +HQb2 iQ i?2 b2#2/X 6Q` ;T@iQ@/BK2i2` `iBQb /QrM iQ 0.3- i?2`2
Bb MQ MQiB+2#H2 2z2+iX >Qr2p2`- 7Q` ;T `iBQb #2HQr 0.3- pQ`i2t@b?2//BM;
bmTT`2bbBQM rBHH BM+`2b2 b ;T `iBQb /2+`2b2X h?2 `2bQM 7Q` i?Bb Bb i?2
bvKK2i`B+ ;2M2`iBQM Q7 pQ`iB+2b #2ir22M i?2 irQ bB/2b Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2X
oQ`iB+2b +`2i2/ i i?2 mTT2` bB/2 rBHH #2 H`;2` M/ bi`QM;2` i?mb ?BM/2`
BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 irQ pQ`iB+2b (Re)X
qHH T`QtBKBiv ?b  bmTT`2bbBp2 2z2+i 7Q` Qb+BHHiQ`v ~Qr b r2HH(Re)X
6Q` H`;2 pHm2b Q7 KC U< 40   50V- i?2 #QmM/`v r?2`2 pQ`i2t b?2//BM;
Bb bmTT`2bb2/ TT`Q+?2b i?2 bK2 ;T `iBQ b 7Q` +QMbiMi +m``2MiX 6Q`
bKHH2` pHm2b Q7 KC- i?2 bmTT`2bbBQM #QmM/`v /2+`2b2b 7Q` /2+`2bBM;
KCX J2MBM; i?2 pQ`i2t b?2//BM; Bb KBMiBM2/ 7Q` bKHH2` ;T `iBQb-
?2M+2 i?2 rHH T`QtBKBiv ?b  HQr2` 2z2+iX
MQi?2` rHH 2z2+i +QmH/ #2 M BM+`2b2/ /`; i2`K 7`QK BM+`2b2/ //2/
KbbX q?2M  bKHH ;T i`Tb  pQHmK2 Q7 ~mB/ #2ir22M i?2 TBT2HBM2 M/
b2#2/- i?2 7`B+iBQM UpBb+QmbV 7Q`+2b +QmH/ ?BM/2` i?Bb pQHmK2 Q7 ~mB/ 7`QK
2b+TBM;X >2M+2- i?Bb pQHmK2 Q7 ~mB/ rBHH 2ti2M/ i?2 TBT2HBM2 ;2QK2i`v iQ
i?2 b2#2/ M/ +i b M ǳBMpBbB#H2Ǵ rHHX
6v`BH2p M/ *QHH#2`; (3) T`QpB/2b M 2ti2MbBp2 2tTHMiBQM Q7 i?2 +QM+2Ti
RXjX S_P"G1J .1a*_AShAPL j
Q7 2z2+iBp2 tBH 7Q`+2 M/ i?2 2z2+i Q7 BMi2`MH T`2bbm`2 QM Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v
Q7 TBT2HBM2bX AM i?2B` TT2` i?2v /2/m+2 i?i i?2 2z2+i Q7 BM+`2bBM; BMi2`MH
T`2bbm`2 rBHH /2+`2b2 i?2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v Q7  bTM- M/- i?mb- BM+`2b2
i?2 `BbF Q7 oAo M/ 7iB;m2 7BHm`2X
AM `2HiBQM iQ i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 2z2+iBp2 tBH 7Q`+2- aǠ`2B/2 2i HX (R8)
BMp2biB;i2b i?2 2z2+i Q7 b; QM i?2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v Q7 7`22 bTMbX h?2B`
+QM+HmbBQM 7`QK MHvbBM; b; 2z2+ib Bb i?i b;;BM; rBHH BM+`2b2 i?2 Mim`H
7`2[m2M+v Q7 bvKK2i`B+ +`Qbb ~Qr U*6V KQ/2b URX KQ/2- jX KQ/2- 8X KQ/2-
2i+XV r?BH2 MiB@bvKK2i`B+ KQ/2b M/ BM@HBM2 UAGV KQ/2b `2 H27i mMz2+i2/X
aTM +Q``2+iBQMb BM i2`Kb Q7 BMi`Q/m+BM; #QmH/2`b iQ KQp2 i?2 Mim`H
7`2[m2M+B2b Q7  bTM rv 7`QK i?2 pQ`i2t b?2//BM; 7`2[m2M+v Bb i?2 +QM@
p2MiBQMH TT`Q+?- b22 2X;X (R8)X >Qr2p2`- i?2 HQ+iBQM Q7 bm+? #QmH/2`b Bb
bmbT2+i2/ iQ #2 BM2{+B2Mi B7 HQ+i2/ i MmHH@TQBMib Q7 pB#`iBQM KQ/2b- M/
2bT2+BHHv /M;2`Qmb B7 Bi Bb i?2 b2+QM/ Q` i?B`/ KQ/2X b  `mH2 Q7 i?mK# BM
i?2 BM/mbi`v- HQ+iBM; #QmH/2`b i i?2b2 MmHH@TQBMib rBHH MQi ?p2 M 2z2+i-
M/ QM2 +M bbmK2  /vMKB+ #2?pBQm` Q7 irQ M2B;?#Qm`BM; bTMb rBi? 
bKHH #QmH/2` #2ir22M +i b  bTM rBi? i?2 +QK#BM2/ H2M;i? Q7 i?2 irQ i
i?2b2 KQ/2bX AM //BiBQM- i?2 +QMi+i H2M;i? Q7 #QmH/2`b rBHH ?p2 M 2z2+i
QM bTM /vMKB+b- BM ;Qp2`MBM; B7 bTMb `2 BMi2`+iBM; Q` MQiX
6Q`  MQM@61 TT`Q+? .2i LQ`bF2 o2`Bib U.LoV `2+QKK2M/b BM
.Lo@_S@6Ry8 (Rd) iQ b+`22M B7  bTM BMi2`+ib Q` MQi #v +QKT`BM; M2B;?@
#Qm`BM; bTM H2M;i?b rBi? b?QmH/2` H2M;i?- r?BH2 aiiQBH ?b b2i  +`Bi2`B
i?i bTMb rBi? b?QmH/2`b 2t+22/BM; bBt K2i2`b `2 MQi BMi2`+iBM;X A7 M
61 TT`Q+? Bb mb2/ QM2 +M B/2MiB7v /2T2M/BM; QM  KQ/H MHvbBb r2i?2`
Q` MQi bTMb `2 BMi2`+iBM;X
RXj S`Q#H2K .2b+`BTiBQM
6`22 bTMMBM; TBT2HBM2b `2 QM2 i?`2i iQ TBT2HBM2 BMi2;`BivX .K;2b +mb2/
#v 7`22 bTMb `2 #m+FHBM;- Qp2`@bi`2bbBM; /m2 iQ b;;BM;- M/ 7iB;m2 /K;2
/m2 iQ pQ`i2t BM/m+2/ pB#`iBQMb UoAoV M/ /B`2+i rp2 HQ/bX
h?2 +m``2Mi rQ`FBM; T`+iB+2 r?2M bm`p2vBM; Qzb?Q`2 TBT2HBM2b Bb iQ
`2TQ`i QM bT2+B}+ 2H2K2Mib M/ Bi2Kb HQM; i?2 TBT2HBM2c 7Q` 2tKTH2 7`22
bTMb- #QmH/2`b- HB2M Q#D2+ib- 2i+X 6Q` 7`22 bTMb i?2 +m``2Mi `2[mB`2K2Mi Bb
iQ `2TQ`i QM b?QmH/2` bmTTQ`ib i?i `2 H`;2` i?M QM2 iQiH /BK2i2` Uh.VX
b  +QMb2[m2M+2 QM2 ?b b22M  MmK#2` Q7 2ti`2K2Hv HQM; 7`22 bTMb- r?B+?
HKQbi /2}2b i?2 Hrb Q7 T?vbB+X h?2 `2bQM `2 b?QmH/2` bmTTQ`ib i?i `2
H2bb i?M QM2 h. MQi #2BM; `2TQ`i2/X
GQQFBM; #+F iQ i?2 Bbbm2 Q7 7iB;m2- TBT2HBM2 /vMKB+b `2 Q7 QmiKQbi
BKTQ`iM+2X AMi`Q/m+BM;  #QmH/2` `2bmHiBM; BM irQ /D+2Mi 7`22 bTMb BM
bi2/ Q7 QM2 HQM; +M +?M;2 i?2 /vMKB+ `2bTQMb2 Q7  TBT2HBM2X >2M+2-
QM2 Kmbi BMp2biB;i2 ?Qr BMi`Q/m+BM; bKHH bmTTQ`ib iQ 7`22 bTMb Hi2`b i?2
/vMKB+ `2bTQMb2- M/- BM i?2 2M/ 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2X
9 *>Sh1_ RX ALh_P.l*hAPL
RX9 _2b2`+? Zm2biBQMb
Ç Ab  KmHiB bTM rBi? #QmH/2`b HQ+i2/ i pB#`iBQMH MmHH@TQBMib 2[mBp@
H2Mi iQ  bBM;H2 bTM rBi?  H2M;i? 2[mH iQ HH KmHiB bTMb +QK#BM2/\
Ç >Qr rBHH +QMi+i H2M;i? Q7 #QmH/2`b BM~m2M+2 i?2 /vMKB+ #2?pBQm`
Q7  KmHiB bTM\
RX8 GBKBiiBQMb
AM i?Bb bim/v i?2 7Q+mb rBHH #2 QM pQ`i2t BM/m+2/ pB#`iBQMb +mb2/ #v +QM@
biMi ~Qr- BX2X +m``2Mib- ?2M+2- oAo /m2 iQ rp2b M/ /B`2+i rp2 HQ/BM;
rBHH MQi #2 bm#D2+i iQ BMp2biB;iBQM BM i?2 MHvbBbX Hi?Qm;?- rp2 7Q`+2b
M/ oAo /m2 iQ rp2b ?p2 #22M BM+Hm/2/ 7Q` +QKTH2i2M2bb BM *?Ti2` kX
*?Ti2` k
h?2Q`v
PM2 +M HQQF i  7`22 bTMMBM; TBT2HBM2 b  ;mBi` bi`BM;X Ai KQp2b b 
K2+?MB+H rp2- M/ ?p2 KQ/2b Q7 pB#`iBQMX .2T2M/BM; QM i?2 T`2i2M@
bBQM Q7 i?2 ;mBi` bi`BM;- /Bz2`2Mi iQM2b TT2`c BX2X /Bz2`2Mi pB#`iBQMH
7`2[m2M+B2b M/ KTHBim/2bX S`2i2MbBQM BM i?2 +b2 Q7 bm#b2 TBT2HBM2b +M
`2bmHi 7`QK `2bB/mH Hv i2MbBQM- BMi2`MH M/ 2ti2`MH T`2bbm`2b- i?2`KH
2tTMbBQM M/ b;;BM;X uQm` }M;2` Bb i?2 7Q`+2 +iBM; QM i?2 ;mBi` bi`BM;
iQ KF2 Bi pB#`i2 Dmbi HBF2 rp2b M/ +m``2Mib rBHH 7Q`+2  7`22 bTMMBM;
TBT2HBM2 iQ pB#`i2X h?2b2 pB#`iBQMb +M +mb2 7BHm`2 /m2 iQ 7iB;m2 Q7 
7`22 bTMMBM; TBT2HBM2- /m2 iQ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 +v+H2b +QK#BM2/ rBi? /vMKB+
bi`2bb `2bmHiBM; 7`QK pB#`iBQM KTHBim/2bX
h?Bb +?Ti2` BMi`Q/m+2b  TQ`iBQM Q7 i?2 pbi Ki2`BH QM pQ`i2t BM/m+2/
pB#`iBQMb- BM ;2M2`H M/ 7Q` TBT2HBM2b- M/ 7iB;m2 i?2Q`v b  `272`2M+2 7Q`
i?2 `2/2`X
kXR oQ`i2t AM/m+2/ oB#`iBQMb Ĝ oAo
 +vHBM/2` bm#K2`;2/ BM ri2` rBHH 2tT2`B2M+2  ~mB/ ~Qr Ur?B+? Bb i?2
MHQ;m2 iQ  TBT2HBM2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQMV /m2 iQ rp2b M/ +m``2MibX "2+mb2
Q7 7Q`+2b 7`QK i?Bb ~mB/ ~Qr- i?2 TBT2HBM2 +M 2tT2`B2M+2 pB#`iBQMb /m2 iQ
pQ`i2t b?2//BM;- /2bB;Mi2/ b pQ`i2t@BM/m+2/ pB#`iBQMbX h?Bb T?2MQK2MQM
rBHH #2 2tTHBM2/ b?Q`iHv BM i?2 T`2+2/BM; T`iX hrQ b2T`i2 +b2b `2 Q7
BMi2`2bi r?2M 2tKBMBM; oAo QM Qzb?Q`2 TBT2HBM2bc +QMbiMi +m``2Mi M/
Qb+BHHiQ`v ~Qr Urp2bVX A7 HBM2`Bb2/ rp2 i?2Q`v UB`vV Bb bbmK2/- rp2
2z2+ib +M 2bBHv #2 M2;H2+i2/ BM /22T ri2`b- M/ +QMbiMi +m``2Mi +M #2
bbmK2/X AM i?Bb bim/v /22T ri2` rBHH #2 bbmK2/- 7m`i?2`KQ`2- oAo /m2
iQ rp2b M/ /B`2+i rp2 HQ/BM; rBHH MQi #2 +QMbB/2`2/X
8
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kXRXR AKTQ`iMi S`K2i2`b
_2vMQH/b LmK#2` UReV





r?2`2 D Bb i?2 TBT2HBM2 /BK2i2`- U Bb i?2 ~Qr p2HQ+Biv- M/ ⌘ Bb i?2
/vMKB+ pBb+QbBivX _2vMQH/b MmK#2` Bb  `iBQ #2ir22M i?2 BM2`iB M/ i?2
pBb+Qmb U7`B+iBQMHV 7Q`+2 BM  ~QrX o2`v HQr _2vMQH/b MmK#2`b BM/B+i2 HK@
BM` bi2/v ~Qr- r?BH2  ?B;? _2vMQH/b MmK#2` BM/B+i2 mMbi2/v im`#mH2Mi
~QrX
ai`Qm?Hb LmK#2` USt V





r?2`2 fv Bb i?2 b?2//BM; 7`2[m2M+vX 6Q` +vHBM/`B+H b?T2/ #Q/B2b Ĝ HBF2
TBT2HBM2b Ĝ i?2 ai`Qm?H MmK#2` `2KBMb 7B`Hv +QMbiMi 7`QK 300Re iQ i?2
2M/ Q7 i?2 bm#+`BiB+H ~Qr `2;BK2 i 3⇥ 105Re (Re)X Ai Bb BM i?Bb `2;BQM i?2
TQr2` bT2+i` Bb i Bib ?B;?2bi- rBi?  /BbiBM+i T2F i 0.2St (Rj)X
E2mH2;M@*`T2Mi2` LmK#2` UKC V





r?2`2 Um Bb i?2 KtBKmK ri2` T`iB+H2 p2HQ+Biv- M/ Tw Bb i?2 rp2





?2`2 2tT`2bb2/ rBi? i?2 KTHBim/2 Q7 Qb+BHHiQ`v ~Qr ⇠X b i?2 _2vMQH/b
MmK#2` `2T`2b2Mib ~Qr BM +QMbiMi +m``2Mi- i?2 E2mH2;M@*`T2Mi2` MmK#2`
`2T`2b2Mib Qb+BHHiQ`v ~Qr Q7 ri2` T`iB+H2bX
_2/m+2/ o2HQ+Biv UVrV
MQi?2` MQM@/BK2MbBQMH T`K2i2` i?i Bb BKTQ`iMi rBi? `2bT2+i iQ pQ`i2t@
BM/m+2/ pB#`iBQMb Bb i?2 `2/m+2/ p2HQ+Biv- Vr- r?B+? Bb i?2 MQ`KHBb2/ ~Qr
p2HQ+BivX Vr Bb `2T`2b2Mi2/ #v
















r?2`2 C Bb  +QMbiMi 7Q` 2M/ +QM/BiBQMb- L Bb 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM H2M;i?-E
Bb uQmM;Ƕb KQ/mHmb- m Bb i?2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM Kbb- ma Bb //2/ Kbb- P Bb
i?2 2z2+iBp2 tBH 7Q`+2 U`2bB/mH Hv i2MbBQM- 7Q`+2b 7`QK #2M/BM; M/ b;-




_2H ~mB/b `2 pBb+QmbX *QMb2[m2MiHv- ~mB/b 2tT2`B2M+2 7`B+iBQM 7Q`+2b r?2M
TbbBM;  bm#K2`;2/ +vHBM/2`- +`2iBM; r?i Bb +HH2/ i?2 #QmM/`v Hv2`X
h?2 #QmM/`v Hv2` Bb  Hv2` Q7 ~mB/ +HQb2 iQ i?2 +vHBM/2` #Q/v- r?2`2
pBb+Qmb U7`B+iBQMV 7Q`+2b /QKBMi2b M/ /2+2H2`i2 i?2 bm``QmM/BM; ri2`
T`iB+H2 ~QrX
 #QmM/`v Hv2` 2tBbib #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 MQ@bHBT +QM/BiBQM- r?B+? K2Mb
i?i T`iB+H2b Q7 ~mB/ /?2`2 iQ i?2 bm#K2`;2/ #Q/v bQ Bib p2HQ+BiB2b `2/m+2b
iQ x2`Q i i?2 +vHBM/2` #Q/v bm`7+2 (d)X
h?Bb BKTHB2b i?2`2 rBHH 2tBbi M /p2`b2 T`2bbm`2 ;`/B2Mi- r?B+? K2Mb
i?2 T`2bbm`2 Bb BM+`2bBM; BM i?2 /B`2+iBQM Q7 i?2 ~Qr M/ i?2 TQi2MiBH 2M2`;v
BM+`2b2bX h?Bb Bb /m2 iQ i?2 ri2` T`iB+H2 p2HQ+Biv +HQb2 iQ i?2 #QmM/`v
Hv2` #2BM; bHQr2/ /QrM UBi +M #2 T`Qp2M #v "2`MQmHHBb 2[miBQMVX
6HQr p2HQ+Biv BM+`2b2b rBi? /BbiM+2 7`QK i?2 +vHBM/2` bm`7+2X "2+mb2
b?2` 7Q`+2b #2ir22M i?2 ~mB/ Hv2`b `2 MQi x2`Q- i?2 H`;2` ~Qr p2HQ+Biv
QmibB/2 i?2 #QmM/`v Hv2` rBHH BMi`Q/m+2 `QiiBQM BM i?2 ~Qrc pQ`iB+2bX
q?2M i?2 ri2` T`iB+H2 p2HQ+Biv +HQb2 iQ i?2 #QmM/`v Hv2` `2+?2b
x2`Q Bi `2p2`ib U#2+mb2 ~Qr rMib iQ ;Q 7`QK ?B;? iQ HQr T`2bbm`2V- M/
i?2 ri2` T`iB+H2b `2 7Q`+2/ Q7 i?2 #QmM/`v Hv2`X h?2 2z2+i Q7 #QmM/`v
Hv2` b2T`iBQM Bb pQ`i2t 7Q`KiBQMX
 #QmM/`v Hv2` rBHH ?p2 i?`22 bi;2b Q7 ~Qr U`27X 6B;m`2 kXRV, HKBM`-
i`MbBiBQMH- M/ im`#mH2MiX AM i?2 i`Mb+`BiB+H ~Qr `2;BK2 i?2 #QmM/`v
Hv2`b `2 +QKTH2i2Hv im`#mH2Mi- r?BH2 BM i?2 bm#+`BiB+H ~Qr `2;BK2 i?2
#QmM/`v Hv2`b `2 HKBM` U`27X 6B;m`2 kXkVX
oQ`i2t a?2//BM; BM *QMbiMi *m``2Mi
6B;m`2 kXk BHHmbi`i2b /Bz2`2Mi ~Qr `2;BK2b `QmM/  TBT2HBM2 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi
ReX 6Q` Re HQr2` i?M }p2 i?2`2 Bb MQ #QmM/`v Hv2` b2T`iBQM M/ ~Qr
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6B;m`2 kXR, "QmM/`v Hv2` b2T`iBQM (RR)
Bb bi2/v M/ HKBM`X
"QmM/`v Hv2` bi`ib iQ b2T`i2 M/ pQ`iB+2b bi`i iQ TT2` #2ir22M
5 M/ 40Re b biM/BM; bvKK2i`B+ pQ`iB+2b BM i?2 rF2X i Re #2ir22M
40 M/ 200 i?2 rF2 #2+QK2b mMbi#H2 M/ pQ`iB+2b b?2/ 7`QK i?2 rF2-
7Q`KBM;  HKBM` pQ`i2t bi`22i (Re)X h?Bb Bb i?2 T?2MQK2MQM Q7 pQ`i2t
b?2//BM;X
6B`bi- pQ`iB+2b b?2/ bBKmHiM2QmbHv- i?2M rBi? BM+`2bBM; ~Qr p2HQ+Biv
i?2 pQ`i2t b?2//BM; bi`ib Hi2`MiBM;X q?2M _2vMQH/b MmK#2` Tbb 300-
7Q`K2/ pQ`iB+2b `2 +QKTH2i2Hv im`#mH2Mi M/ `2 MQiB+2#Hv i?`22@/BK2MbBQMH
(RN)X S`2bbm`2 QM i?2 mTT2` bm`7+2 M/ HQr2` bm`7+2 rBHH /2+`2b2 M/ BM@
+`2b2 T2`BQ/B+HHv- `2bmHiBM; BM M Qb+BHHiBM; HB7i 7Q`+2X h?mb- i?2 +B`+mH`
#Q/v rBHH pB#`i2 MQ`KH iQ i?2 ~Qr /B`2+iBQMX
b bB/ T`2pBQmbHv- i?2 ai`Qm?Hb MmK#2` `2KBMb 7B`Hv +QMbiMi 0.2 7Q`
 TBT2HBM2- 7`QK 300Re iQ i?2 2M/ Q7 i?2 bm#+`BiB+H ~Qr `2;BK2 i 3⇥105Re
(Re)X Ai Bb BM i?Bb _2vMQH/b MmK#2` `2;BQM i?2 TQr2` bT2+i` Bb i Bib ?B;?2bi-
rBi?  /BbiBM+i T2F i 0.2St (Rj)X q?2M i?2 ~Qr ;Q2b 7`QK bm#+`BiB+H iQ
bmT2`+`BiB+H i?2 ai`Qm?H MmK#2` KF2b  DmKT iQ 0.7- M/ i?2 TBT2HBM2
pB#`iBQM KTHBim/2 /2+`2b2 MQiB+2#HvX
oQ`i2t a?2//BM; BM Pb+BHHiQ`v 6HQr
q?2M /2b+`B#BM; Qb+BHHiQ`v ~Qr- 2X;X BM  rp2 bBimiBQM- i?2 E2mHB;M@
*`T2Mi2` MmK#2` Bb +QKKQMHv mb2/X GQr E* BM/B+i2b i?i i?2 Q`#BiH
KQiBQMbR Q7 ri2` T`iB+H2b `2 Q7 bm+?  bKHH K;MBim/2 b2T`iBQM Q7 i?2
#QmM/`v Hv2` KB;?i MQi Q++m`X G`;2 KC BM/B+i2b 7`QK 2[miBQM kX9 i?i
i?2 Qb+BHHiQ`v ~Qr KTHBim/2- ?2M+2 /BbiM+2 i`p2HH2/ #v ri2` T`iB+H2b-
Bb H`;2 +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 TBT2HBM2 /BK2i2` M/ pQ`i2t b?2//BM; KB;?i Q++m`X
6Q` p2`v H`;2 E* i?2 ~Qr +M #2 +QMbB/2`2/ b  +QMbiMi +m``2Mi (k)X 6HQr
Rqi2` T`iB+H2b ?p2 M 2HHBTiB+ Q`#BiH KQiBQM- r?B+? Ki?2KiB+HHv +M #2 `2T`2@
b2Mi2/ #v  i`D2+iQ`v rBi? x M/ z +QKTQM2Mib, (x  x0)2 + (z   z0)2 =
 
⇠ · ekwz0 27Q`
/22T ri2`X 6Q`  KQ`2 i?Q`Qm;? MHvbBb Q7 ri2` T`iB+H2 KQiBQMb b22 (N)X
kXRX oP_h1s AL.l*1. oA"_hAPLa Ĝ oAo N
6B;m`2 kXk, 6HQr `2;BK2b `QmM/  TBT2HBM2 BM +QMbiMi +m``2Mi (Re)
Ry *>Sh1_ kX h>1P_u
`2;BK2b 7Q` BM+`2bBM; KC `2 BHHmbi`i2/ BM 6B;m`2 kXjX 6`QK i?2 };m`2
pQ`i2t b?2//BM; Q++m`b 7Q` KC > 7X
kXRXj 6Q`+2b QM  am#K2`;2/ *vHBM/2`
h?2`2 `2 irQ KBM 7Q`+2b +iBM; QM  bm#K2`;2/ TBT2HBM2c MK2Hv /`;-
M/ HB7iX h?2 /`; 7Q`+2 +ib BM@HBM2 rBi? i?2 ~Qr- M/ i?2 HB7i 7Q`+2 +ib
T2`T2M/B+mH` iQ i?2 ~QrX 6Q`+2b 7`QK +m``2Mi M/ rp2b `2 /Bz2`2MiX
6Q`+2b 7`QK ri2` T`iB+H2 KQp2K2Mi /m2 iQ +m``2Mi +QK2 7`QK  +QMbiMi
~Qr- r?BH2- QM i?2 Qi?2` ?M/- 7Q`+2b /m2 iQ rp2b +QK2 7`QK M Qb+BHHiBM;
~QrX
6Q`+2b BM *QMbiMi *m``2Mi
.`; 7Q`+2 +QMbBbib Q7 T`2bbm`2 /`; M/ 7`B+iBQM /`;X >Qr2p2`- BM i?2
bm#+`BiB+H ~Qr `2;BK2 URe #2ir22M 300 M/ 3 ⇥ 105V +QMi`B#miBQM 7`QK
7`B+iBQM /`; Bb BM i?2 Q`/2` Q7 k@j W (Re)- M/ +M #2 M2;H2+i2/X
S`2bbm`2 /`; Bb 7` KQ`2 BKTQ`iMiX h?Bb 7Q`+2 Bb T`2b2Mi #2+mb2 ~Qr
p2HQ+Biv Bb HQr2` BM i?2 rF2 #2?BM/ i?2 TBT2HBM2 i?M QmibB/2 i?2 rF2X h?Bb-
++Q`/BM; iQ "2`MQmHHB- +`2i2b  T`2bbm`2 Tmb?BM; i?2 TBT2HBM2 ;BMbi i?2
~Qr- b b22M BM 6B;m`2 kX9X >Qr2p2`- i?Bb T`2bbm`2 Bb mbmHHv HQr2` i?M i?2
T`2bbm`2 2t2`i2/ i i?2 bi;MiBQM TQBMi i i?2 TBT2HBM2 7`QMiX *QMb2[m2MiHv-
 M2i T`2bbm`2 /`; 7Q`+2 2tBbib BM i?2 ~Qr /B`2+iBQMX S`2bbm`2 /`; rBHH
p`v rBi? iBK2 r?2M pQ`i2t b?2//BM; Q++m`bX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- i?2 /`; 7Q`+2
rBHH ?p2  7`2[m2M+v irB+2 i?2 b?2//BM; 7`2[m2M+v- #2+mb2 /m`BM; 2p2`v
pQ`i2t b?2//BM; i?2 T`2bbm`2 /`; rBHH +QKTH2i2 QM2 7mHH +v+H2X >Qr2p2`-
i?2 KTHBim/2 7Q` BM@HBM2 pB#`iBQMb Bb +QMbB/2`#Hv HQr2` i?M i?2 +`Qbb@~Qr
pB#`iBQMbX
M Hi2`MiBM; +`Qbb@~Qr HB7i 7Q`+2- rBHH Q++m` r?2M _2 Bb H`;2` i?M 9y
r?2M pQ`i2t b?2//BM; TT2`bX h?Bb Bb #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 ~m+imiBM; T`2bbm`2
/Bbi`B#miBQM rBi? `2bT2+i iQ iBK2 /m2 iQ pQ`i2t b?2//BM;- b22M BM 6B;m`2 kX9X
6`QK i?Bb };m`2- QM2 +M b22 i?i i?2 /QrMr`/ HB7i 7Q`+2 Bb /m2 iQ +`2@
iBQM Q7 i?2 mTT2` pQ`i2t- M/ i?2 mTr`/ HB7i 7Q`+2 /m2 iQ +`2iBQM Q7 i?2
HQr2` pQ`i2tX JQ`2Qp2`- i?2 ~m+imiBM; T`2bbm`2 Q++m`b b  +QMb2[m2M+2 Q7
HQr2`2/ ~mB/ ~Qr p2HQ+Biv- r?B+? H2/b iQ BM+`2bBM; T`2bbm`2X *`Qbb@~Qr
pB#`iBQMb `2 /m2 iQ i?Bb ~m+imiBM; HB7i 7Q`+2- M/ rBHH ?p2 i?2 bK2 7`2@
[m2M+v b i?2 b?2//BM; 7`2[m2M+vX *`Qbb@~Qr pB#`iBQM KTHBim/2b +M ;2i
?B;? /2T2M/BM; QM ~Qr p2HQ+BivX
6Q`+2b BM Pb+BHHiQ`v 6HQr
b 7Q` +QMbiMi +m``2Mi- i?2`2 2tBbi  HB7i M/ /`; 7Q`+2 BM Qb+BHHiQ`v ~QrX
AM //BiBQM iQ i?2 /`; 7Q`+2- i?2`2 2tBbi  ?v/`Q/vMKB+ Kbb 7Q`+2 U//2/
KbbV M/ i?2 6`Qm/2@E`vHQp 7Q`+2X
kXRX oP_h1s AL.l*1. oA"_hAPLa Ĝ oAo RR
6B;m`2 kXj, 6HQr `2;BK2b `QmM/  TBT2HBM2 BM Qb+BHHiQ`v ~Qr Urp2bV (Re)
Rk *>Sh1_ kX h>1P_u
6B;m`2 kX9, S`2bbm`2 /Bbi`B#miBQM QM  TBT2HBM2 BM +QMbiMi +m``2Mi (Re)




⇢CDDU |U | + ⇢CMAU˙ + ⇢AU˙ UkXdV
r?2`2 CD Bb i?2 /`; +Q2{+B2Mi- M/ Cm Bb i?2 ?v/`Q/vMKB+ Kbb
+Q2{+B2Mi UCm = 1 7Q` bKQQi? +vHBM/2`b M/ HQr KC (Re)VX 1[miBQM kXd




⇢CDDU |U | + ⇢CMAU˙ UkX3V





⇢CDDU |U | UkXNV
FI = ⇢CMAU˙ UkXRyV
r?2`2 CM Bb i?2 BM2`iB +Q2{+B2Mi
CM = 1 + Cm UkXRRV
kXRX oP_h1s AL.l*1. oA"_hAPLa Ĝ oAo Rj
AM HBM2` rp2 i?2Q`v r?2`2 i?2 /BbTH+2K2Mi Bb ?`KQMB+ i?2 irQ iBK2
/2`BpiBp2b p2HQ+Biv M/ ++2H2`iBQM `2 90  Qmi Q7 T?b2 rBi? 2+? Qi?2`X
>2M+2- i?2 KtBKmK Q7 /`; 7Q`+2 M/ BM2`iB 7Q`+2 rBHH MQi Q++m` i i?2



































6`QK 2[miBQM kXRj- Bi Bb +H2` i?i 7Q` HQr KC i?2 BM2`iB 7Q`+2 Bb /QK@
BMiBM;X h?2 HB7i 7Q`+2 rBHH #2 2[mH iQ x2`Q 7Q` KC < 4 /m2 iQ x2`Q pQ`@
i2t b?2//BM;X >Qr2p2`- r?2M KC > 4 pQ`iB+2b bi`i iQ TT2`- M/ 7i2`
KC > 7 i?2`2 2tBbi  HB7i 7Q`+2 `2;BK2X h?Bb HB7i 7Q`+2 rBHH Qb+BHHi2 i 
Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v /Bz2`2Mi 7`QK i?2 rp2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v- M/ rBHH #2 /2@
T2M/BM; QMKC (Re)X h?2 MmK#2` Q7 Qb+BHHiBQMb rBHH BM+`2b2 rBi? BM+`2bBM;







r?2`2 CL,max Bb i?2 KtBKmK HB7i 7Q`+2 +Q2{+B2MiX 1tT2`BK2MiH /i
b?Qr i?i CL,max `2+?2b  KtBKmK 7Q` KC = 10 M/ V r = 6X
kXRX9 oB#`iBQMb Q7  am#K2`;2/ *vHBM/2`
b bB/ #27Q`2 i?Bb bim/v Bb +QM+2`M2/ rBi? oAo /m2 iQ +m``2Mib- ?2M+2-
pQ`i2t b?2//BM; BM/m+2b pB#`iBQMb BM i?2 TBT2HBM2X h?2`2 ?b #22M  /Bb@
+mbbBQM BM i?2 T`2+2/BM; b2+iBQM #Qmi i?2 7Q`+2b +mbBM; pB#`iBQMb /m2 iQ
pQ`i2t b?2//BM;X h?2 Tm`TQb2 Q7 i?Bb b2+iBQM Bb iQ 2tTHBM i?2 p2`v 7KBHB`
+H+mHiBQM Q7 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+B2b Q7 #2Kb ++Q`/BM; iQ 61 M/ K2+?MB@
+H pB#`iBQM i?2Q`v- BM //BiBQM iQ  b?Q`i 2tTHMiBQM Q7 pB#`iBQM KQ/2b
BM `2HiBQM iQ BM HBM2 M/ +`Qbb ~Qr pB#`iBQMb Q7 7`22 bTMMBM; b2+iBQMb Q7
TBT2HBM2bX
Lim`H 6`2[m2M+B2b Q7 M 1mH2`@"2`MQmHHB "2K
Mv K2+?MB+H bvbi2K ;Bp2M M BMBiBH 2M2`;v- BM i?2 7Q`K Q7 /BbTH+2K2Mi
Q` 7Q`+2- ?p2  Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v- bm+? i?i B7 MQ /BbbBTiBQM Q7 2M2`;v Q+@
+m``2/ Bi rQmH/ pB#`i2 BM}MBi2HvX HH K2+?MB+H bvbi2Kb 2tT2`B2M+2 2M2`;v
/BbbBTiBQM BM i?2 7Q`K Q7 /KTBM;- M/ TBT2HBM2b 2tT2`B2M+2 /KTBM; /m2
iQ 2X;X i?2 bQBH Bi Bb bBimi2/ QM M/ i?2 bm``QmM/BM; ri2`X >Qr2p2`- i i?Bb
Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v UQ` 7`2[m2M+B2b b rBHH #2 2tTHBM2/ BM i?2 KQ/2b b2+iBQMV
R9 *>Sh1_ kX h>1P_u
2M2`;v Bb i`Mb72``2/ BMiQ i?2 bvbi2K i  ?B;? `i2- ?2M+2- H`;2 pB#`iBQM
KTHBim/2b Q++m`X
hQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v Q7  TBT2HBM2Ƕb 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM QM2
?p2 iQ bQHp2 M 2B;2MpHm2 T`Q#H2K- 2tT`2bb2/ b
(  [k]  [m]) ~W = ~0 UkXR8V


























Bb i?2 MmHH p2+iQ`X >2`2 ! `2T`2b2Mib fn i?2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v Q7 i?2
bvbi2KX Hi2`MiBp2Hv r`Bii2M
(  [I]  [D]) ~W = ~0 UkXRNV
r?2`2 [I] Bb i?2 B/2MiBiv Ki`Bt M/
[D] = [k] 1 [m] UkXkyV
++Q`/BM; iQ 2[miBQM kXR8- i?2 i`BpBH bQHmiBQM iQ i?Bb T`Q#H2K Bb i?i
~W Bb x2`Q- #mi i?Bb /Q2b MQi ;Bp2  biBb7+iQ`v bQHmiBQMX 6Q`  MQM@i`BpBH
bQHmiBQM i?2 /2i2`KBMMi
|  [k]  [m]| = 0 UkXkRV
Kmbi #2 x2`QX
h?Bb /2i2`KBMMi rBHH MQr #2 bQHp2/ #v i?2 }MBi2 2H2K2Mi K2i?Q/ 7Q` M
1mH2`@"2`MQmHHB #2KX b bB/ #27Q`2 i?2 61 K2i?Q/ `2TH+2b  K2+?MB@
+H Q` bi`m+im`H bvbi2K rBi? 2H2K2Mib- r?B+? `2 bbmK2/ iQ #2?p2 b 
kXRX oP_h1s AL.l*1. oA"_hAPLa Ĝ oAo R8
6B;m`2 kX8, 1mH2`@"2`MQmHHB #2K 2H2K2Mi
+QMiBMmQmb bi`m+im`H K2K#2`X AM i?2 61 K2i?Q/ 2+? 2H2K2Mib 2M/ TQBMi
Bb  MQ/2- r?B+?- BM  i?`22 /BK2MbBQMH bvbi2K ?b i H2bi bBt /2;`22b Q7
7`22/QK Uux- uy- uz- ✓x- ✓y- ✓zVX 1+? /2;`22 Q7 7`22/QK `2T`2b2Mib  `Qr
M/ +QHmKM BM i?2 biBzM2bb M/ Kbb Ki`Bt2bX h?2b2 MQ/2b `2 +QMM2+iBM;
i?2 2H2K2Mib iQ;2i?2`X
6Q` bBKTHB+Biv- bBM+2 i?Bb Bb Dmbi M 2tTHMiBQM- QMHv QM2 2H2K2Mi Bb mb2/
iQ KQ/2H  b2+iBQM Q7 7`22 bTMMBM; TBT2HBM2 M/ QMHv +`Qbb ~Qr pB#`iBQMb
`2 +QMbB/2`2/X qBi? QMHv QM2 2H2K2Mi i?2 HQ+H +QQ`/BMi2 bvbi2K Bb 2[mH
iQ i?2 ;HQ#HX
6B`bi- i?2 ;HQ#H biBzM2bb M/ Kbb Ki`Bt2b Kmbi #2 /2i2`KBM2/- r?B+?
Bb /QM2 #v /2i2`KBMBM; i?2 2tT`2bbBQMb 7Q` FBM2iB+ M/ bi`BM UTQi2MiBHV
2M2`;v- b22 2X;X (Rk)X 6Q`  7`22 bTM b2+iBQM KQ/2HH2/ b M 1mH2`@"2`MQmHHB
#2K Ub?QrM BM 6B;X kX8V rBi? bBKTHv bmTTQ`i2/ 2M/b- 2H2K2Mi H2M;i? le M/





12 6le  12 6le
6le 4l2e  6le 2l2e
 12  6le 12  6l2e






156 22le 54  13le
22le 4l2e 13le  3l2e
54 13le 156  22le
 13le  3l2e  22le 4l2e
3775 UkXkjV
.m2 iQ i?2 7+i i?i i?2 HQ+H M/ ;HQ#H +QQ`/BMi2 bvbi2K Bb 2[mH
BM i?Bb bBKTH2 +b2 u1 = W1- u2 = W2 M/ bQ QMX "2+mb2 Q7 i?2 bBKTHv
bmTTQ`i2/ #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb i 2+? 2M/ Q7 i?2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM W1 = 0
M/ W3 = 0- ?2M+2 `Qr R M/ j BM //BiBQM iQ +QHmKM R M/ j `2 /2H2i2/































      = 0 UkXkeV
M/ #v KmHiBTHvBM; i?`Qm;? #v le/2EI QM2 ;2ib     2  4  1 + 3 1 + 3  2  4 







aQHpBM; 2[miBQM kXkd i?2 2B;2M pHm2 2[miBQM Bb Q#iBM2/
     2  4  1 + 3 1 + 3  2  4 
     = (2  4 )2   (1 + 3 )2 = 3  22 + 7 2 UkXkNV















AM+`2bBM; i?2 MmK#2` Q7 2H2K2Mib rBHH BM+`2b2 i?2 ++m`+v Q7 i?2 Mm@
K2`B+H MHvbBb Q7 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+B2bX
JQ/2b M/ JQ/2 a?T2b
6Q` 2+? Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v fn,i UQ` !iV i?2`2 2tBbi  +Q``2bTQM/BM; KQ/2
b?T2 p2+iQ` ~W r?B+? `2T`2b2Mib i?2 KQp2K2Mi M/ KTHBim/2b Q7 i?2
TBT2HBM2X h?2 KQ/2b +M #2 B/2HBb2/ iQ HQQF HBF2 /Bz2`2Mi bBMmbQB/H- r?2`2
2+? KQ/2 MmK#2` BM/B+i2b M //BiBQMH ?H7 bBM2 rp2X 6m`i?2`KQ`2-
2+? 2p2M KQ/2 Bb  bvKK2i`B+ KQ/2- r?BH2 2+? Q// KQ/2 Bb bvKK2i`B+-
b BHHmbi`i2/ BM 6B;m`2 kXeX
>B;?2` KQ/2b rBHH QM i?2 bK2 TBT2HBM2 H2M;i? ?p2 M BM+`2bBM; MmK#2`
Q7 +m`p2b `2bmHiBM; BM  ?B;?2` HQ+H bi`2bbX >Qr2p2`- i?2 KTHBim/2b BM
i?2b2 ?B;?2` KQ/2b `2 MQ`KHHv MQi p2`v H`;2 +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 }`bi KQ/2X
h?2 TBT2HBM2 rBHH MQi QMHv pB#`i2 irQ@/BK2MbBQMHHv HBF2 b?QrM #Qp2- #mi
kXRX oP_h1s AL.l*1. oA"_hAPLa Ĝ oAo Rd
Mode%1% Mode%2% Mode%3%
6B;m`2 kXe, JQ/2 b?T2b Q7 i?2 }`bi i?`22 KQ/2b 7Q`  TBT2HBM2
i?`22@/BK2MbBQMH- #Qi? BM HBM2 rBi? i?2 ~Qr M/ T2`T2M/B+mH` iQ i?2 ~Qr
UAG M/ *6 pB#`iBQMbVX
b i?2b2 pB#`iBQMb `2bmHi 7`QK pQ`i2t b?2//BM; KQ/2b rBHH QMHv #2 +iBp2
B7 b?2//BM; Q++m`bX q?2M  TBT2HBM2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM rBHH 2tT2`B2M+2 pQ`i2t
b?2//BM; +M #2 /2i2`KBM2/ 7`QK i?2 `2/m+2/ p2HQ+Biv U`27X b2+iBQM kXRXRVX
b M 2tKTH2- 7Q`  9kǴ TBT2HBM2 rBi?  Ryy K2i2` bTM UL/D = 93.8V
pB#`iBQMb rBHH Q++m` 7Q` i?2 }`bi KQ/2 AG M/ *6 r?2M
Vr,IL = 3 =) U = Vrfn,1,ILD = 3 · 0.287Hz · 1.066m = 0.918m/s UkXjkV
VR,CF = 8 =) U = Vrfn,1,CFD = 8 ·0.409Hz ·1.066m = 3.488m/s UkXjjV
>2M+2- Bi Bb MQi p2`v HBF2Hv i?i +`Qbb ~Qr pB#`iBQMb rBHH Q++m` mM/2`
MQ`KH +QM/BiBQMb 7Q` i?Bb bTMX JQ`2Qp2`- B7 QM2 2tKBM2b i?2 2[miBQMb-
 HQM;2` 7`22 bTM rBHH ?p2  HQr2` Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v- ?2M+2-  HQr2` ~Qr
p2HQ+Biv Bb `2[mB`2/ 7Q` i?2 b?2//BM; 7`2[m2M+v iQ HQ+F@BM QM i?2 Mim`H
7`2[m2M+v Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQMX
LQ`KHHv i?2 }`bi KQ/2 Bb +iBpi2/ #27Q`2 i?2 b2+QM/ QM2- M/ bQ QMX
"mi BM bQK2 BMbiM+2b  ?B;?2` KQ/2 +M #2 +iBpi2/ #27Q`2  HQr2` QM2-
7Q` 2tKTH2 #2+mb2 Q7 2ti2MbBp2 b;;BM; Ub22 2X;X (R8)VX
b b22M BM i?2 2tKTH2 U2[miBQM kXjk M/ kXjjV Bi Bb MQ`KHHv QMHv i?2
HQr2` KQ/2b- i?2 }`bi i?`22 Q` 7Qm`- i?i `2 +iBpi2/ #v pQ`i2t b?2//BM;X
aQBH .KTBM;
h?2 TBT2HBM2- r?B+? Bb bBimi2/ QM  ~2tB#H2 b2#2/- rBHH 2tT2`B2M+2 KQ/H
/KTBM; /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 biBzM2bb Q7 i?2 b2#2/ bQBHX PM2 /BbiBM;mBb?
#2ir22M +Q?2bBp2 M/ +Q?2bBQM@H2bb bQBHb- Q` +Hvb M/ bM/- `2bT2+iBp2HvX
R3 *>Sh1_ kX h>1P_u
h?Bb bQBH /KTBM; `2bmHib 7`QK *QmHQK# 7`B+iBQM M/ bQBH T2M2i`iBQM r?2M
TBT2HBM2b pB#`i2 M/ /m`BM; BMbiHHiBQMX
AM M 61KQ/H MHvbBb TBT2HBM2@bQBH BMi2`+iBQM Bb KQ/2HH2/ b *QmHQK#
7`B+iBQM /2i2`KBMBM; i?2 /vMKB+ bQBH biBzM2bb- r?B+? +QMi`B#mi2b iQ i?2 bvb@
i2K biBzM2bb Ki`BtX .vMKB+ bQBH biBzM2bb +M #2 +H+mHi2/ 7Q` Hi2`H




KL = 0.76 · G · (1 + ⌫) UkXj8V
r?2`2 ⌫ USQBbbQMǶb `iBQV ivTB+HHv 2[mHb 0.45 7Q` +Q?2bBp2 bQBHb M/ 0.35
7Q` +Q?2bBQM@H2bb bQBHb- M/ i?2 bQBH b?2` bi`2M;i?




101 ·  s UkXjeV
r?2`2 OCR Bb i?2 Qp2`@+QMbQHB/iBQM 7Q` +Q?2bBp2 bQBHb UiF2M b 1 7Q`
+Q?2bBQM@H2bb bQBHbV- ks Bb  +Q2{+B2Mi iF2M 7`QK .Lo@_S@6Ry8 6B;m`2 .k-
es Bb i?2 pQB/ `iBQ UivTB+HHv #2ir22M yXj M/ j 7Q` +Q?2bBp2 bQBH M/ yX9 M/
yXN 7Q` +Q?2bBQM@H2bb bQBHbV M/  s i?2 K2M 2z2+iBp2 bi`2bb Q7 bQBHbX
++m`i2 +H+mHiBQM Q7 bQBH /KTBM; Bb  p2`v i2/BQmb M/ +QKTHB+i2/
ibF- M/ `2[mB`2b  7mHH ;2Qi2+?MB+H BMp2biB;iBQM Q7 i?2 bT2+B}+ HQ+iBQMb Q7
BMi2`2biX b  +QMb2[m2M+2 QM2 +M }M/ ivTB+H pHm2b 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi bQBH ivT2b
BM .Lo@_S@6Ry8X 6Q`  /2iBH2/ /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 /2i2`KBMBM; bQBH /KTBM;
b22 (Rd)X
kXk 6iB;m2 h?2Q`v
6iB;m2 Bb 7BHm`2 Q7  bi`m+im`H K2K#2` /m2 iQ `2T2i2/ MmK#2` Q7 HQ/
+v+H2b i  bi`2bb KTHBim/2 #2HQr i?2 vB2H/ M/ i2MbBH2 bi`2M;i? Q7 i?2
Ki2`BHX a2p2`H 7+iQ`b z2+i i?2 7iB;m2 HB72- bm+? b bi`2bb +QM+2Mi`iBQM-
+Q``QbBQM- `M;2 Q7 bi`2bb M/ Ki2`BH T`QT2`iB2b Ub22 2X;X (8)- (e)VX *v+HB+
HQ/BM; QM TBT2HBM2 7`22 bTMb +QK2 7`QK oAo- /B`2+i rp2 HQ/BM; Q` i`rH
BKT+ib M/ bi`2bb +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q++m`b i }2H/ DQBMib #2ir22M i?2 +QM+`2i2
Hv2` M/ bi22H +vHBM/2`X
_2KBMBM; HB72 Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2 b2+iBQM bm#D2+i iQ 7`22 bTMMBM; Bb +H+m@
Hi2/ #v TTHvBM; a@L +m`p2b M/ i?2 SHK;`2M@JBM2` /K;2 ++mKmHiBQM
`mH2X "Qi? i?2b2 K2i?Q/b `2 2tTHBM2/ #2HQrX MQi?2` KQ`2 /pM+2/ M/
+QKTH2t K2i?Q/ Q7 /2i2`KBMBM; 7iB;m2 HB72 Bb iQ TTHv 7`+im`2 K2+?MB+bX
kXkXR a@L *m`p2b
6iB;m2 +T+Biv Q7 Ki2`BHb `2 /B{+mHi iQ iiBM MHviB+HHv- #mi #b2/
QM 2tT2`BK2MiH `2bmHib  Ki2`BHǶb 7iB;m2 +T+Biv i /Bz2`2Mi bi`2bb K@
kXkX 6hA:l1 h>1P_u RN
6B;m`2 kXd, 1tKTH2 Q7 a@L +m`p2b 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi Ki2`BHb
THBim/2b Bb THQii2i iQ 7Q`K M a@L +m`p2X a `2T`2b2Mib bi`2bb KTHBim/2 M/ L
i?2 MmK#2` Q7 +v+H2b i i?i bi`2bb KTHBim/2 +mbBM;  7BHm`2X 1tT2`BK2Mib
iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 a@L +m`p2 BMpQHp2b TTHvBM; +v+HB+ HQ/BM; i  }t2/ bi`2bb
+v+H2 iQ M B/2HBb2/ `Q/ Q7 i?2 bT2+B}+ Ki2`BH mMiBH Bi 7BHbX M 2tKTH2
Q7 a@L +m`p2b 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi K2iHb Bb b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 kXdX HbQ BKTQ`iMi iQ
K2MiBQM Bb i?i bQK2 Ki2`BHb 2t2`ib M 2M/m`M+2 HBKBi-  bi`2bb KTHBim/2
i r?B+? i?2 7iB;m2 HB72 UMmK#2` Q7 +v+H2bV Bb BM}MBi2X
b M 2tKTH2-  bi`m+im`H K2K#2` Q7 Ry98 ai22H +M 2tT2`B2M+2 T@
T`QtBKi2Hv 105 MmK#2` Q7 +v+H2b i 400MPa #27Q`2 7BHBM; Ub22 6B;m`2
kXdVX AM i?2 bK2 2tKTH2- B7 i?2 bi`2bb KTHBim/2b M2p2` 2t+22/ 300MPa
i?2 K2K#2` rBHH M2p2` 7BH- #2+mb2 Bi Bb #2HQr i?2 2M/m`M+2 HBKBiX
kXkXk SHK;`2M@JBM2` .K;2 ++mKmHiBQM _mH2
AM RNk9 SHK;`2M T`QTQb2/  `mH2 iQ +H+mHi2 r?2M  7iB;m2 7BHm`2 rBHH
Q++m` #b2/ BM ++mKmHiBQM Q7 7iB;m2 /K;2 7`QK 2+? bi`2bb +v+H2 
bi`m+im`H K2K#2` 2tT2`B2M+2bX h?Bb `mH2 rb TQTmH`Bb2/ #v JBM2` BM RN98c
?2M+2 i?2 SHK;`2M@JBM2` /K;2 ++mKmHiBQM `mH2X
ky *>Sh1_ kX h>1P_u
6B;m`2 kX3, 6Q`KiBQM Q7 7`22 bTMb (Re)





r?2`2 ni Bb i?2 2tT2`B2M+2/ MmK#2` Q7 +v+H2b i i?2 i@i? bi`2bb +v+H2
U iV M/ Ni Bb i?2 MmK#2` Q7 +v+H2b i  i i r?B+?  7BHm`2 rBHH Q++m`X
1tT2`BK2MiH /i ?p2 b?QrM i?i  7BHm`2 Q++m` 7Q` D #2ir22M 0.7 M/
2.2- #mi Bb MQ`KHHv iF2M b 1X
q?2M bb2bbBM; i?2 7iB;m2 HB72 Q7  TBT2HBM2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM i?2 +mKm@
HiBp2 /K;2 7`QK +m``2Mi M/ rp2 oAo Bb +H+mHi2/ 7Q` HH +m``2Mi M/
rp2 /B`2+iBQMb- 2+? rBi?  T`Q##BHBiv Q7 Q++m``2M+2X 6Q` KQ`2 /2iBHb QM
i?2 +QMp2MiBQMH TT`Q+? 7Q` 7iB;m2 HB72 +H+mHiBQMb b22 (Rd)X
kXj .2b+`BTiBQM Q7 6`22 aTMb
kXjXR 6Q`KiBQM Q7 6`22 aTMb
6`22 bTMb +M #2 /2bB;M2/ BM #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 KQ`T?QHQ;v Q7 i?2 b2#2/-
Q` #2 +`2i2/ /m2 iQ /vMKB+b Q7 i?2 b2#2/X 1tKTH2b Q7 7`22 bTMb M/
b2#2/ KQ`T?QHQ;v `2 b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 kX3X
h?2 b2#2/ +M ?p2  `Q+Fv bm`7+2 rBi? T2Fb M/ 7QmM/iBQMb 7Q` 7`22
bTMb- i?2b2 `2 Q7i2M ++QmMi2/ 7Q` BM /2bB;M- #mi i?2 TBT2HBM2 +M KQp2
bm#biMiBHHv /m`BM; Bib HB72 +v+H2X
aM/ /mM2b +M HbQ #2 T`2b2Mi i i?2 b2#2/ M/ +M +i b 7`22 bTM
7QmM/iBQMb- B7 i?2 `/Bmb Q7 +m`pim`2 Bb bKHH2` i?M i?2 `/Bmb Q7 +m`pim`2
Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2X aM/ 7QmM/iBQMb ?p2 i?2 #BHBiv iQ #2 KQp2/ #v +m``2Mi
M/ rp2bX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- i?Bb +M /2p2HQT BMiQ bm#b2 bM/ rp2b i?i
/2p2HQT 7`22 bTMb [mB+FHv- M/ M `2 i?i HQQF2/ }M2 M/ MQ 7`22 bTMb
r2`2 T`2b2Mi +M `TB/Hv #2 Hi2`2/ #v  KQpBM; bM/ rp2 M/ +`2i2 7`22
bTMbX
AM //BiBQM- b+Qm`BM; Bb  i?`2i r?2M bM/ Bb i?2 bmTTQ`iBM; bQBHX b
BHHmbi`i2/ BM 6B;m`2 kXN- b+Qm`BM; Bb i?2 T`Q+2bb Q7 rb?BM; Qmi i?2 bQBH
kXjX .1a*_AShAPL P6 6_11 aSLa kR
6B;m`2 kXN, 6Q`KiBQM Q7 7`22 bTMb #v b+Qm`BM;
#2M2i? i?2 TBT2HBM2 Ĝ ?2M+2- +`2iBM;  7`22 bTMX
PM i?2 LQ`r2;BM *QMiBM2MiH a?2H7 i?2`2 ?p2 #22M HB/  H`;2 KQmMi
Q7 TBT2HBM2b- ?2M+2- TBT2HBM2 +`QbbBM;b rBHH 2tBbi M/ #2  bQm`+2 Q7 7`22 bTMbX
h?2b2 TQbbB#H2 7`22 bTMb b+2M`BQb +M #2 ++QmMi2/ 7Q` BM /2bB;M r?2M i?2
TBT2HBM2 Bb /2bB;M2/ M/ THMM2/- #v MHvbBM; bm`p2vb Q7 i?2 b2#2/X
h?2 `BbF Q7 7Q`KBM; 7`22 bTMb +M #2 KBiB;i2/ #v /Bz2`2Mi K2bm`2bX
.`2/;BM; M/ #m`vBM; Q7 TBT2HBM2b Bb 2tT2MbBp2 #mi 2z2+iBp2- M/ +M 2HBK@
BMi2 i?2 T`Q#H2KX >Qr2p2`- i?Bb rBHH HBKBi i?2 ++2bb iQ i?2 TBT2HBM2 7Q`
KQMBiQ`BM; Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2 2ti2`BQ`- M/ +M #2 2t+pi2/ #v b+Qm`BM; M/
KQpBM; bM/X MQi?2` TQbbB#BHBiv Bb iQ `Q+F /mKT #2M2i? i?2 TBT2HBM2 iQ
+`2i2 }t2/ bmTTQ`iX AM i?Bb b2Mb2- i?Bb +M +`2i2  bBimiBQM r?2`2  M2r
7`22 bTM +M 7Q`K rBi?  }t2/ bmTTQ`i BM QM2 2M/X
"Qi? i?2b2 T`Q+2bb2b Q7 #m`vBM; M/ `Q+F /mKTBM; `2 2tT2MbBp2 M/
`2[mB`2 p2bb2H M/ _Po BMi2`p2MiBQM- i`MbTQ`i Q7 `Q+F- 2i+X
kXjXk *HbbB}+iBQM Q7 6`22 aTMb
SBT2HBM2 7`22 bTMb `2 +HbbB}2/ ++Q`/BM; iQ +2`iBM +`Bi2`BX .Bz2`2Mi
T`+iB+2b 2tBbi- Hi?Qm;? .2i LQ`bF2 o2`Bib ?b /2p2HQT2/  biM/`/ +Hb@
bB}+iBQMX AM //BiBQM- +QKTMB2b /2p2HQT +QKTMv bT2+B}+ +HbbB}+iBQMbX
6B`bi- #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 BKTQ`iM+2 Q7 /vMKB+b- 7`22 bTMb ?p2 iQ #2 +Hb@
bB}2/ b BMi2`+iBM; Q` BbQHi2/ 7`22 bTMbX A7  7`22 bTM Bb BMi2`+iBM; rBi?
 M2B;?#Qm`BM; bTM- Bi +M ?p2  +QKTH2t /vMKB+ #2?pBQm` 2bT2+BHHv B7
Bi 2tT2`B2M+2b KmHiB@KQ/2 pB#`iBQMbX q?2i?2`  7`22 bTM Bb BMi2`+iBM; Q`
kk *>Sh1_ kX h>1P_u
6B;m`2 kXRy, AM/B+iBp2 +HbbB}+iBQM Q7 7`22 bTMb ++Q`/BM; iQ .Lo@_S@6Ry8
h#H2 kXR, *HbbB}+iBQM Q7 7`22 bTMb ++Q`/BM; iQ aiiQBH BMi2`MH /Q+mK2Mib
*QMiBMmQmb AMi2`KBii2Mi *H2` JmHiB bTM









MQi- Bb /2T2M/BM; QM /Bz2`2Mi 7+iQ`b, bQBH T`QT2`iB2b- /D+2Mi bTMX b?Qrb
?Qr i?2 `2HiBQMb?BT #2ir22M bQBH ivT2b- H2M;i? Q7 /D+2Mi bTM- M/ bTM
b?QmH/2` H2M;i? ++Q`/BM; iQ .Lo biM/`/ .Lo@_S@6Ry8- b22 6B;m`2 kXRyX
aiiQBH ?b M BMi2`MH +HbbB}+iBQM Q7 7`22 bTMb- BM //BiBQM iQ .LoǶb
+HbbB}+iBQMX ++Q`/BM; iQ aiiQBH BMi2`MH /Q+mK2Mib- i?2v /BpB/2 bTMb BM
7Qm` +i2;Q`B2b, +QMiBMmQmb- BMi2`KBii2Mi- +H2` M/ KmHiB@bTMX  +QMiBMm@
Qmb bTM ?b  b?QmH/2` H2M;i? 2t+22/BM; bBt K2i2`b- M/  bTM H2M;i? Q7
Mv bBx2X M BMi2`KBii2Mi bTM Bb  bTM `2 rBi? KBMBKmK irQ bTMb ?p@
BM;  b?QmH/2` H2M;i? b?Q`i2` i?M bBt K2i2`b- M/ Q7 Mv H2M;i?X Mv bm#
bTM BM M BMi2`KBii2Mi bTM rBi? H2M;i? HQM;2` i?M Rk K2i2`b Bb +HbbB}2/
b +H2`- M/ Mv bm# bTM b2T`i2/ #v  #QmH/2` bKHH2` i?M 1TD Bb 
KmHiB@bTMX aiiQBHǶb +HbbB}+iBQM Bb bmKK`Bb2/ BM h#H2 kXRX
S`i 7`QK +HbbB7vBM; i?2 7`22 bTMb ++Q`/BM; iQ BMi2`+iBQM-  +Q`b2
+HbbB}+iBQM Q7 `2bTQMb2 #2?pBQm` Bb HbQ T`2b2Mi2/ BM .Lo@_S@6Ry8X Ai
Bb  ;QQ/ b+`22MBM; iQQH 7Q` 7m`i?2` MHvbBb M/ +HbbB}+iBQMX h?2 `2bTQMb2
#2?pBQm` Bb #b2/ QM i?2 MQ`KHBb2/ bTM H2M;i? BM h#H2 kXkX
aTMb rBi? MQ`KHBb2/ H2M;i?b H2bb i?M jy /Q MQi M22/ 7m`i?2` 7iB;m2
MHvbBbX HH bTMb rBi? MQ`KHBb2/ H2M;i?b #Qp2 jy M22/  bBKTHB}2/ MHv@
kXjX .1a*_AShAPL P6 6_11 aSLa kj
h#H2 kXk, *HbbB}+iBQM Q7 `2bTQMb2 #2?pBQm` ++Q`/BM; iQ .Lo@_S@6Ry8
_M;2 _2bTQMb2 /2b+`BTiBQM
L/D < 30 o2`v HBiiH2 /vMKB+ KTHB}+iBQMX
LQ`KHHv MQi `2[mB`2/ iQ T2`7Q`K
+QKT`2?2MbBp2 7iB;m2 /2bB;M +?2+FX
AMbB;MB}+Mi /vMKB+ `2bTQMb2 7`QK
2MpB`QMK2MiH HQ/b 2tT2+i2/ M/
mMHBF2Hv iQ 2tT2`B2M+2 oAoX
30 < L/D < 100 _2bTQMb2 /QKBMi2/ #v #2K
#2?pBQm`X hvTB+H bTM H2M;i? 7Q`
QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMbX Lim`H 7`2[m2M+B2b
b2MbBiBp2 iQ #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb UM/
2z2+iBp2 tBH 7Q`+2VX
100 < L/D < 200 _2bTQMb2 /QKBMi2/ #v +QK#BM2/
#2K M/ +#H2 #2?pBQm`X _2H2pMi
7Q` 7`22 bTMb i mM2p2M b2#2/ BM
i2KTQ``v +QM/BiBQMbX Lim`H
7`2[m2M+B2b b2MbBiBp2 iQ #QmM/`v
+QM/BiBQMb- 2z2+iBp2 tBH 7Q`+2 UBM+Hm/BM;
BMBiBH /2~2+iBQM- ;2QK2i`B+ biBzM2bbV M/
TBT2 ǳ722/ BMXǴ
200 < L/D _2bTQMb2 /QKBMi2/ #v +#H2
#2?pBQm`X _2H2pMi 7Q` bKHH /BK2i2`
TBT2b BM i2KTQ``v +QM/BiBQMbX Lim`H
7`2[m2M+B2b ;Qp2`M2/ #v /2~2+i2/ b?T2
M/ 2z2+iBp2 tBH 7Q`+2X
k9 *>Sh1_ kX h>1P_u
h#H2 kXj, *HbbB}+iBQM Q7 ~Qr `2;BK2
_M;2 6HQr `2;BK2
  < 0.5 qp2 /QKBMMi @ rp2b bmT2`BKTQb2/ #v +m``2Mi
0.5 <   < 0.8 qp2 /QKBMMi @ +m``2Mi bmT2`BKTQb2/ #v rp2b
0.8 <   *m``2Mi /QKBMMi
bBb, 6i 6`22 B7  bTM Bb BbQHi2/ Q` 61 B7 bTMb `2 BMi2`+iBM; Q` 2tT2`B2M+2
KmHiB@KQ/2 #2?pBQm`X
kXjXj *HbbB}+iBQM Q7 6HQr _2;BK2
h?Bb T`QD2+i rBHH +QM7Q`K iQ .Lo@_S@6Ry8 i?i T`QpB/2  bBKTHB}2/ K2i?Q/
7Q` /2i2`KBMBM; r?2i?2` +m``2Mi Q` rp2b `2 /QKBMMiX h?2 ~Qr `2;BK2b





r?2`2 Uc Bb +m``2Mi p2HQ+Biv- Uw Bb rp2 p2HQ+Bivc #Qi? i TBT2HBM2 H2p2HX
h?2 +m``2Mi ~Qr p2HQ+Biv `iBQ Bb mb2/ iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 ~Qr `2;BK2 7`QK
h#H2 kXjX 6Q` i?Bb bim/v   2t+22/b 0.8X
*?Ti2` j
J2i?Q/QHQ;v
h?Bb T`QD2+i Bb  T`K2i2` bim/v Q7 #QmH/2` bmTTQ`ib- KQ`2 bT2+B}+HHv #QmH@
/2` HQ+iBQM M/ +QMi+i H2M;i?X h?2 K2i?Q/QHQ;v +?Qb2M 7Q` i?Bb bim/v Bb iQ
BMp2biB;i2 /Bz2`2Mi KmHiB@bTM +QM};m`iBQMb `2T`2b2MiBM;  bBimiBQM rBi?
BMi2`K2/Bi2 #QmH/2` bmTTQ`ib- #v mbBM;  +QMp2MiBQMH 7`22 bTM bb2bbK2Mi
K2i?Q/QHQ;vX  MmK2`B+H MHvbBb Q7 i?2 biiB+ +QM};m`iBQM M/ /vMKB+
#2?pBQm` Q7  7`22 bTMMBM; TBT2HBM2 BM Lauaȉ Bb +QM/m+i2/- 7QHHQr2/ #v
 b2KB@2KTB`B+H MHvbBb Q7 TBT2HBM2 7`22 bTM 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 BM 6i6`22X
oHB/iBQM Q7 i?2 MmK2`B+H MHvbBb rBHH #2  [mHBiiBp2 K2i?Q/ #b2/ QM
7+2 pHB/Biv #v /QKBM 2tT2`ibX
h?Bb +?Ti2` 2tTHBMb i?2 MHvbBb T`Q+2bb mb2/ iQ T2`7Q`K i?2 T`K2i2`
bim/v- rBi?  /2iBH2/ /2b+`BTiBQM Q7 2+? bi2T rBi? BKTQ`iMi +QMbB/2`iBQMbX
jXR h?2 MHvbBb S`Q+2bb
aiiB+ bQHmiBQM
h?2 }`bi bi2T BM i?2 MHvbBb T`Q+2bb Bb iQ 2bi#HBb? i?2 biiB+ +QM};m`iBQM
Q7 i?2 bTM #v TTHvBM; TBT2HBM2 M/ +QMi2Mi r2B;?i UBM+HX +QiBM;- BM M
QT2`iBQMH bii2VX Laua RkXy Bb mb2/ iQ +QKTH2i2 i?Bb bi2TX AMTmi /i
`2 HBbi2/ BM b2+iBQM jXkX h?2 biiB+ bQHmiBQM T`QpB/2b BMTmi 7Q` i?2 /vMKB+
MHvbBb BM i?2 M2ti bi2TX
.vMKB+ bQHmiBQM
S`2+2/BM; i?2 biiB+ bQHmiBQM Bb i?2 KQ/H MHvbBb Q7 i?2 bTMX Laua RkXy
Bb mb2/ 7Q` i?Bb ibF b r2HHX h?2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+B2b rBi? +Q``2bTQM/BM;
KQ/2b M/ KQ/2 b?T2b `2 B/2MiB}2/- M/ bi`2bb KTHBim/2b `2 +H+mHi2/X
h?2b2 `2 iQ #2 mb2/ 7m`i?2` BM i?2 7iB;m2 HB72 MHvbBb BM 6i6`22X
k8
ke *>Sh1_ jX J1h>P.PGP:u
6iB;m2 HB72 MHvbBb
 7iB;m2 HB72 MHvbBb Bb +QM/m+i2/ BM 6i6`22 RyXe 7Q` HH bTM +b2b BM
b2+iBQM jXkXjX AMTmi /i `2 T`QpB/2/ BM b2+iBQMb jXkXR M/ jXkXkX Ai Bb
+`m+BH iQ `2K2K#2` i?i /B`2+i KQ/2 b?T2 7Q` i?2 7mHH KmHiB@bTM b2+iBQM
?p2 iQ #2 BMTmi @ MQi i?2 `2bTQMb2 /i 7Q` 2+? bTM +QMb2+miBp2Hv- i?Bb
;Bp2b  +QKTH2i2Hv r`QM; UMQM@+QMb2`piBp2V 7iB;m2 HB72X h?2 QmiTmi 7`QK
i?2 7iB;m2 HB72 MHvbBb Bb pQM JBb2b bi`2bb2b 7Q`  mHiBKi2 HBKBi bii2 UlGaV
+?2+F M/ 7iB;m2 HB72 BM #Qi? AG M/ *6 /B`2+iBQMX
jXk aim/v .2bB;M
h?Bb +?Ti2` +QMiBMb HH BM7Q`KiBQM M/ BMTmi /i mb2/ BM i?2 bim/v 7Q`
TBT2HBM2- bQBH M/ i?2 /Bz2`2Mi +b2b i?i ?p2 #22M BMp2biB;i2/X
jXkXR SBT2HBM2
h#H2 jXR, SBT2HBM2 /i
S_J1h1_ J:LAhl.1 lLAh
TD 1.196 (47) m (inch)
OD 1.084 (42) m (inch)
ID 1.016 (40) m (inch)
ts 0.034 (11/3) m (inch)
tc 0.050 (2) m (inch)












jXjX LlJ1_A*G LGuaAa kd
jXkXk aQBH
h#H2 jXk, aQBH T`QT2`iB2b
S_J1h1_ J:LAhl.1 lLAh









h#H2 jXj, h?2 /Bz2`2Mi bTM +b2b BMp2biB;i2/






R@R aBM;H2 bTM H2M;i? 100m
R@k JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 0.5m- bTM `iBQ 2
R@j JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 1m- bTM `iBQ 2
R@9 JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 2m- bTM `iBQ 2
R@8 JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 4m- bTM `iBQ 2
R@e JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 6m- bTM `iBQ 2
R@d JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 8m- bTM `iBQ 2
k@R JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 0.5m- bTM `iBQ R
k@k JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 1m- bTM `iBQ R
k@j JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 2m- bTM `iBQ 1
k@9 JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 4m- bTM `iBQ 1
k@8 JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 6m- bTM `iBQ 1
k@e JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` 8m- bTM `iBQ 1
*b2 j j@R JmHiB@bTM H2M;i? 100m- #QmH/2` KQp2/ HQM; x@tBb
7`QK x = 0 iQ x = 50 BM BM+`2K2Mib Q7 5m
jXj LmK2`B+H MHvbBb
6Q` i?Bb bim/v Laua RkXy Bb +?Qb2M b i?2 MmK2`B+H MHvbBb iQQHX h?Bb Bb
 }MBi2 2H2K2MiH K2i?Q/ iQQH i?i rBHH #2 mb2/ iQ +H+mHi2 2B;2M7`2[m2M+B2b
M/ @KQ/2bX *QMb2+miBp2Hv- i?2b2 `2bmHib rBHH #2 mb2/ iQ +H+mHi2 7iB;m2
HB72iBK2 M/ KtBKmK /vMKB+ M/ biiB+ bi`2bb QM i?2 TBT2HBM2X 6Q` i?Bb
bim/v i?2 MQM@HBM2` MHvbBb T+F;2 Bb mb2/X h?2 KQ/2H mb2/ Bb BHHmbi`i2/
BM 6B;m`2 jXRX
k3 *>Sh1_ jX J1h>P.PGP:u
6B;m`2 jXR, 6BMBi2 2H2K2Mi KQ/2H Q7 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM Q7 TBT2HBM2
6B;m`2 jXk, SAS1ky }MBi2 2H2K2Mi (k)
jXjXR Laua 6BMBi2 1H2K2Mib
h?2 }MBi2 2H2K2Mi ivT2b +?Qb2M 7Q` i?Bb bim/v `2 i?2 7QHHQrBM;,
SBT2HBM2 6BMBi2 1H2K2Mi
h?2 }MBi2 2H2K2Mi +?Qb2M iQ `2T`2b2Mi i?2 TBT2HBM2 Bb i?2 2HbiQ@THbiB+ TBT2
2H2K2Mi SAS1kyX SAS1ky rb +?Qb2M #2+mb2 i?2 bim/v Bb +QM+2`M2/ rBi? 
j. T`Q#H2K rBi? i`MbHiBQMH KQp2K2Mi BM HH i?`22 /BK2MbBQMb- b r2HH b
`QiiBQM `QmM/ HH i?`22 t2bX PM2 HbQ rMi2/ iQ BM+Hm/2 TQbbB#H2 THbiB+
2z2+ib `2bmHiBM; 7`QK ?B;? #2M/BM; KQK2MibX
SAS1ky Bb `2T`2b2Mi2/ BM  *`i2bBM +QQ`/BMi2 bvbi2K M/ rBi? bBt
/2;`22b Q7 7`22/QK i 2+? 2H2K2Mi MQ/2 Uux- uy- uz- ✓x- ✓y- ✓zVX AMi2`MH
M/ 2ti2`MH T`2bbm`2 Bb TTHB2/ b  /Bbi`B#mi2/ bm`7+2 HQ/X h?2 +QQ`/BMi2
bvbi2K M/ /2;`22b Q7 7`22/QK 7Q` SAS1ky `2 BHHmbi`i2/ BM 6B;m`2 jXk
jXjX LlJ1_A*G LGuaAa kN
6B;m`2 jXj, h_:1Rdy }MBi2 2H2K2Mi (R)
6B;m`2 jX9, *PLhRd8 }MBi2 2H2K2Mi (9)
a2#2/ 6BMBi2 1H2K2Mi
h?2 b2#2/ Bb KQ/2HH2/ #v  `B;B/ i`;2i bm`7+2 2H2K2Mi h_:1RdyX h?2
b2#2/ Bb  j. bm`7+2- ?2M+2- i?2 `2bQM 7Q` MQi +?QQbBM; i?2 k. `B;B/
bm`7+2 2H2K2Mi h_:1ReNX h_:1Rdy ?b i?`22 /2;`22b Q7 7`22/QK Uux-
uy- uzV b +M #2 b22M BM 6B;m`2 jXjX h_:1Rdy Bb +QmTH2/ rBi?  +QMi+i
2H2K2Mi U*PLhRd8 BM i?Bb bim/vV #v  b?`2/ b2i Q7 `2H +QMbiMibX
*QMi+i 1H2K2Mi
h?2 j. MQ/H iQ bm`7+2 +QMi+i 2H2K2Mi *PLhRd8 Bb mb2/ iQ KQ/2H i?2
+QMi+i M/ bHB/BM; #2ir22M i?2 b2#2/ M/ TBT2HBM2X h?Bb 2H2K2Mi Bb +QmTH2/
iQ i?2 b2#2/ 2H2K2Mi h_:1RdyX a2p2`H KQ/2Hb Q7 7`B+iBQM `2 HHQr2/,
*QmHQK# 7`B+iBQM- b?2` bi`2bb 7`B+iBQM M/  mb2` /2}M2/ 7`B+iBQM KQ/2HX M
BHHmbi`iBQM Q7 i?2 +QMi+i 2H2K2Mi Bb b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 jX9X
jy *>Sh1_ jX J1h>P.PGP:u
6B;m`2 jX8, JaakR }MBi2 2H2K2Mi (j)
ai`m+im`H Jbb 1H2K2Mi
hQ KQ/2H //2/ Kbb /m2 iQ i?2 TBT2HBM2 #2BM; bm#K2`;2/ BM ri2` i?2
TQBMi 2H2K2Mi JaakR Bb mb2/X h?Bb Bb  TQBMi Kbb ?pBM; i?2 TQbbB#BHBiv
7Q` bBt /2;`22b Q7 7`22/QK Uux- uy- uz- ✓x- ✓y- ✓zV-  +QM+2Mi`i2/ Kbb BM
2+? +QQ`/BMi2 /B`2+iBQM M/ `Qi`v BM2`iBb `QmM/ 2+? +QQ`/BMi2 tBbX
h?2 2H2K2Mi Bb BHHmbi`i2/ BM 6B;m`2 jX8X
jXjXk "QmM/`v *QM/BiBQMb
P7 ;`2i BKTQ`iM+2 7Q` 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 Q7  7`22 bTM `2 2M/ +QM/BiBQMb-
?2`2 `272``2/ iQ b bi`i M/ 2M/ Q7  7`22 bTM- M/ KQ/2H H2M;i?- `272``2/
iQ b i?2 iQiH H2M;i? Q7 TBT2HBM2 KQ/2HH2/X
1M/ *QM/BiBQMb
h?2`2 `2 i?`22 2M/ +QM/BiBQMb bT2+B}2/ BM .Lo@_S@6Ry8, }t2/@}t2/-
TBMM2/@TBMM2/ M/ bM/ b2#2/X 6`22 #Q/v /B;`Kb Q7 i?2 i?`22 bmTTQ`i
+QM/BiBQMb `2 b?QrM BM 6B;m`2 jXe- 6B;m`2 jXd M/ 6B;m`2 jX3 QM T;2 j9X
h?2b2 2M/ +QM/BiBQMb rBHH `2bmHi BM /Bz2`2Mi Mim`H T2`BQ/b- Tn Q7  bT2@
+B}+ 7`22 bTMX h?2 TBMM2/@TBMM2/ bmTTQ`i +QM/BiBQM rBHH `272` iQ  `Q+Fv
b2#2/- `Q+F /mKTBM; bmTTQ`iBM;  bB;MB}+Mi T`i Q7 i?2 TBT2 +B`+mK72`@
2M+2- Q` Qi?2` `iB}+BH bmTTQ`ibX 6Q`  TBMM2/@TBMM2/ +QM/BiBQM Tn rBHH #2
HQM; ;Qp2`M2/ #v i?2 TBT2HBM2 b2+iBQMǶb Mim`H T2`BQ/- pB#`iBQM KTHBim/2b
H`;2` M/  ?B;?2` HBF2HB?QQ/ Q7 BMi2`+iBQM rBi? M2B;?#Qm`BM; bTMb i?M
7Q`  }t2/@}t2/ +QM/BiBQMX AM  KQ/2H i?Bb 2M/ +QM/BiBQM Bb KQ/2HH2/ b 
bT`BM; rBi? p2`v ?B;? biBzM2bb UHKQbi BM}MBi2HvVX
6Bt2/@}t2/ bmTTQ`i +QM/BiBQMb `272`b iQ  7`22 bTM rBi? #m`B2/ 2M/b-
`Q+F +Qp2`2/ 2M/b- +QM+`2i2 bH# +QMbi`BM2/ 2M/b Q` Qi?2` `iB}+BH K2Mb
Q7 +HKTBM;X  }t2/@}t2/ 2M/ +QM/BiBQM rBHH ;Bp2 b?Q`i2` Tn #2+mb2 Q7
i?2 +QMbi`BMib QM KQp2K2Mi M/ i?2 KTHBim/2b `2 bKHH2` i?M 7Q` 
TBMM2/@TBMM2/ bBimiBQMX HbQ- BMi2`+iBQM rBi? M2B;?#Qm`BM; bTMb b22Kb
p2`v mMHBF2Hv b 2M/b `2 }t2/ 7Q` KQp2K2MiX hQ `2T`2b2Mi i?Bb BM  KQ/2H
jXjX LlJ1_A*G LGuaAa jR
h#H2 jX9, *QKT`BbQM Q7 /Bz2`2Mi 2M/ +QM/BiBQMb





aTM H2M;i? 96m- h. 1.192m
i?2 2M/b M22/ iQ #2 +QKTH2i2Hv }t2/- M/ i?2`2 Bb MQ BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M
bQBH M/ TBT2X
AM #2ir22M i?2b2 irQ 2ti`2KBiB2b Bb i?2 i?B`/ +b2 rBi? bM/v b2#2/X 6Q`
 bM/v b2#2/  TBT2HBM2 rBHH bBMF BMiQ Bi- ;Qp2`M2/ #v i?2 biBzM2bb Q7 i?2
bM/- M/ BM  KQ/2H- BMi2`+iBQMb #2ir22M b2#2/ M/ TBT2HBM2 Bb KQ/2HH2/
b  bT`BM; rBi?  bT2+B}+ biBzM2bb `2T`2b2MiBM; biBzM2bb Q7  bM/v b2#2/
Q` #v i?2 i`;2i bm`7+2 K2i?Q/ mb2/ BM i?Bb bim/vX
PM2 +M +QM+Hm/2 7`QK i?2 Mim`H T2`BQ/ M/ H2p2H Q7 BMi2`+iBQM #2@
ir22M M2B;?#Qm`BM; bTMb i?i  TBMM2/@TBMM2/ 2M/ +QM/BiBQM rBHH KQbi
HBF2Hv ;Bp2 i?2 ?B;?2bi 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 r?BH2  }t2/@}t2/ +QM/BiBQM ;Bp2b i?2
HQr2biX h?Bb Bb HbQ BM/B+i2/ #v  bKHH +QKT`BbQM bim/v b?QrM BM h#H2
jX9X
JQ/2H G2M;i?
++Q`/BM; iQ .Lo@_S@6Ry8 i?2 #QmM/`v +QM/BiBQMb TTHB2/ i i?2 2M/b Q7
i?2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM b?QmH/ `2T`2b2Mi i?2 +QMiBMmBiv Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2X hQ BM@
+Q`TQ`i2 i?Bb bii2K2Mi Bi Bb BKTQ`iMi iQ KQ/2H bm{+B2Mi H2M;i? Q7 TBT2HBM2
BM #Qi? 2M/b Q7  7`22 bTM b2+iBQMX qM; 2i HX(R3) T`2b2Mib  K2i?Q/ 7Q`
/2i2`KBMBM; bm{+B2Mi KQ/2H H2M;i? #v +H+mHiBM; i?2 pB`imH M+?Q` bT+2-
BX2X i?2 /BbiM+2 7`QK i?2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM iQ i?2 HQ+iBQM r?2`2 i?2 TBT2HBM2
Bb 7mHHv `2bi`BM2/ /m2 iQ 7`B+iBQMX h?Bb pB`imH M+?Q` /BbiM+2 +M #2 +H@
+mHi2/ #v
z =
Pi · ⇡ · D2
4 · Ffriction ·

4 · ts · E · ↵ ·4T
Pi · D + (1  2⌫)
 
UjXRV
r?2`2 z Bb i?2 pB`imH M+?Q` /BbiM+2- Pi Bb i?2 BMi2`MH T`2bbm`2- 4T Bb
i?2 i2KT2`im`2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M BMbiHHiBQM i2KT2`im`2 M/ QT2`iBM;
i2KT2`im`2 M/
Ffriction = µ · msubmerged UjXkV
Bb 7`B+iBQMH 7Q`+2 U*QmHQK#V r?2`2 µ Bb i?2 7`B+iBQM +Q2{+B2Mi M/msubmerged
Bb i?2 bm#K2`;2/ mMBi r2B;?i UBM N/mV Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2X
jk *>Sh1_ jX J1h>P.PGP:u
qM; 2i HX (R3) bii2b i?i i?2 pB`imH M+?Q` K2i?Q/ rQmH/ `2[mB`2 
iQiH KQ/2H H2M;i? Q7 TT`QtBKi2Hv 2000m 7Q`  50m bTM- #mi +QKT`BbQMb
Q7  400m M/ 2000m KQ/2H b?Qr  /Bz2`2M+2 Q7 QMHv 3WX >2M+2- BM i?Bb
bim/v  KQ/2H H2M;i? Q7 1000m Bb +?Qb2M 7Q` #QmH/2`b H`;2` i?M 2TD M/
500m 7Q` #QmH/2`b bKHH2` i?M 2TDX MQi?2` `2bQM 7Q` MQi +?QQbBM; 
HQM;2` KQ/2H H2M;i? Bb /m2 iQ +QMp2`;2M+2 i`Qm#H2b BM LauaX
jXjXj SBT2HBM2@aQBH AMi2`+iBQM
h?2 TBT2HBM2@bQBH BMi2`+iBQM Bb KQ/2HH2/ b *QmHQK# 7`B+iBQM M/ ++QmMi2/
7Q` BM i?Bb KQ/2H #v BM+Hm/BM; i?2 /vMKB+ bQBH biBzM2bb BM i?2 ;HQ#H biBzM2bb
Ki`Bt Q7 i?2 bvbi2KX "2+mb2 bQBH /KTBM; Bb +QMbB/2`2/ p2`v bKHH Bi Bb
M2;H2+i2/ BM i?Bb bim/vX *QmHQK# 7`B+iBQM Bb  T`i Q7 i?2 *PLhRd8 }MBi2
2H2K2Mi i?i Bb KQ/2HH2/ i 2+? MQ/2X
jX9 *H+mHiBQM Q7 6iB;m2 GB72iBK2
*H+mHiBQM Q7 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 Bb /QM2 BM 6i6`22 RyXe- ++Q`/BM; iQ .Lo@_S@
6Ry8- 2Bi?2` rBi?  b2KB@2KTB`B+H K2i?Q/ Q` #v BMTmi 7`QK KQ/H MHvbBb
#v K2Mb Q7 61X
6i6`22 Bb  bT`2/b?22i iQQH /2p2HQT2/ #v .2i LQ`bF2 o2`Bib b  bBKTH2
#mi TQr2`7mH MHvbBM; iQQH iQ bb2bb 7iB;m2 HB72 7Q` 7`22 bTMbX h?2 bQ7ir`2
Bb /2p2HQT2/ #b2/ QM .Lo@_S@6Ry8 6`22 bTMMBM; TBT2HBM2b- r?B+? Bb QM2
Q7 .LoǶb KMv `2+QKK2M/2/ T`+iB+2b M/ Qzb?Q`2 biM/`/b 7Q` i?2 QBH
M/ ;b BM/mbi`vX
6i6`22 Bb  bT`2/b?22i@#b2/ bQ7ir`2 r?2`2 i?2 mb2` BMTmib #QmM/@
`v +QM/BiBQMb- TBT2HBM2 /i- 2MpB`QMK2MiH /i M/ KQ/H /iX h?2
2MpB`QMK2MiH /i mb2/ BM 6i6`22 `2 2Bi?2` `2im`M T2`BQ/ pHm2b- b+ii2`
/B;`Kb- ?BbiQ;`Kb- Q` q2B#mHH /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q` rp2b M/ +m``2MibX h?2b2
/i `2 Q#iBM2/ 7`QK K2i Q+2M `2TQ`ibX
PM2 ?b irQ +?QB+2b 7Q` MHvbBb BM 6i6`22- 2Bi?2` bBM;H2 Q` KmHiBTH2
KQ/2X  bBM;H2 KQ/2 MHvbBb Bb 7Q` b+`22MBM; Tm`TQb2 QMHvX JmHiB@KQ/2
MHvbBb Bb +QM/m+i2/ B7  61 ?b #22M +QM/m+i2/- r?B+? Bb 2bT2+BHHv `2H@
2pMi B7  7`22 bTM Bb p2`v HQM; M/ 2tT2`B2M+2 +#H2 #2?pBQm` U`27X h#H2
kXkV
A7  bTM Bb MQi BMi2`+iBM; rBi? Qi?2` bTMb ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 +HbbB}+@
iBQMb K/2 BM 6B;m`2 kXRy Q` h#H2 kXR QM2 T2`7Q`Kb  bBM;H2 bTM MHvbBb-
2Bi?2` bBM;H2 Q` KmHiB@KQ/2X
A7  bTM Bb BMi2`+iBM; rBi? M2B;?#Qm`BM; bTMb QM2 M22/b iQ T2`7Q`K 
KmHiB@bTM MHvbBbX b BMTmi /i  KQ/H MHvbBb Bb +QM/m+i2/ #v K2Mb
Q7 61 iQ B/2MiB7v KQ/2 KTHBim/2b M/ +Q``2bTQM/BM; Mim`H 7`2[m2M+B2bX
Lim`H 7`2[m2M+B2b M/ KQ/2 b?T2b `2 /B`2+iHv mb2/ BM 6i6`22X AM 6i6`22
QM2 ?b i?2 QTiBQM iQ 2Bi?2` mb2 `2bTQMb2 /i 7Q`  bBM;H2 bTM KmHiB@KQ/2
jX9X *G*lGhAPL P6 6hA:l1 GA61hAJ1 jj
MHvbBb Q` /B`2+i KQ/2 b?T2 BMTmi 7Q`  KmHiB@bTM KmHiB@KQ/2 MHvbBbc
?2M+2 i?2 Hii2` Bb mb2/ BM i?Bb bim/vX
j9 *>Sh1_ jX J1h>P.PGP:u
6B;m`2 jXe, SBMM2/@TBMM2/ bmTTQ`i U`Q+Fv b2#2/V
6B;m`2 jXd, 6Bt2/@}t2/ bmTTQ`i U+QM+`2i2 M+?Q`b Q` `Q+F +Qp2`V
6B;m`2 jX3, aM/ b2#2/
*?Ti2` 9
_2bmHib
h?Bb +?Ti2` Bb  bmKK`v Q7 HH `2bmHib Q#iBM2/ BM i?2 MHvbBbX h?2`2
r2`2 irQ bT2+B}+ T`K2i2`b i?Bb bim/v b2i Qmi iQ BMp2biB;i2 U`27X b2+iBQM
RX9V, #QmH/2` HQ+iBQM M/ #QmH/2`@TBT2HBM2 +QMi+i H2M;i?X h?2 `2bmHib 7Q`
i?2b2 irQ T`K2i2`b `2 T`2b2Mi2/ BM b2+iBQM 9XR M/ 9Xk `2bT2+iBp2HvX 
/Bb+mbbBQM Q7 i?2b2 `2bmHib Bb T`2b2Mi2/ BM +?Ti2` 8X
9XR "QmH/2` GQ+iBQM
"QmH/2` HQ+iBQM rb MHvb2/ BM +b2 j #v p`vBM; i?2 HQ+iBQM Q7 QM2 #QmH@
/2` TT`QtBKi2Hv 2[mH iQ QM2 TD HQM; i?2 x@tBb Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2 7`22 bTM
b2+iBQMX
6`QK 6B;m`2 9XR QM2 +M b22 i?i  #QmH/2` HQ+i2/ 7` iQ i?2 H27i `2bmHib
BM p2`v HQr 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2bc 2p2M HQr2` i?M rBi?Qmi  #QmH/2`X M/ i?2
KQbi +`BiB+H HQ+iBQM Bb i  `2HiBp2 /BbiM+2 Ux/LV Q7 yXR8X
6`QK 6B;m`2 9Xj Bi Bb 2pB/2Mi i?i +b2 k Ĝ #QmH/2`b HQ+i2/ i i?2 KQ/H
MmHH@TQBMi Q7 i?2 b2+QM/ KQ/2 Ĝ Bb KQ`2 bmTT`2bbBp2 i HQr2` MQ`KHBb2/
+QMi+i H2M;i?b i?M +b2 RX JQ`2Qp2`- 6B;m`2 9XR BM/B+i2b i?i #QmH/2`b
HQ+i2/ +HQb2` iQ 2Bi?2` 2M/ Q7 i?2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQM Bb 7` KQ`2 +`BiB+H 7Q`
7iB;m2 HB72 i?M #QmH/2`b HQ+i2/ i KQ/H MmHH@TQBMibc +QMi``v iQ r?i rb
2tT2+i2/ #27Q`2?M/X
AM //BiBQM- `272``BM; iQ 6B;m`2 X3- XN M/ XRy QM2 +M b22 i?i 7Q`
i?2b2 +b2b +`Qbb ~Qr BM/m+2/ BM@HBM2 pB#`iBQMb Bb T`2b2Mi- b?B7iBM; i?2 Q`/2`
Q7 AG M/ *6 KQ/2bX
9Xk *QMi+i G2M;i?
h?2 MHvb2b /QM2 BM +b2 R M/ k rBi? /Bz2`2Mi +QMi+i H2M;i?b BM/B+i2 b
2tT2+i2/- i?i 7Q` BM+`2bBM; +QMi+i H2M;i? i KQ/H MmHH@TQBMib UKQ/2 j
M/ k `2bT2+iBp2HvV i?2 TBT2HBM2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQMǶb 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 BM+`2b2bX
JQ`2Qp2`- p2`v bKHH #QmH/2`b HQ+i2/ i KQ/H MmHH@TQBMib ?p2  HQr #mi
j8
je *>Sh1_ 9X _1alGha
h#H2 9XR, fn 7Q` i?2 }`bi i?`22 KQ/2b Q7 i?2 KmHiB@bTMb
*a1 *QMiX H2M;i? fn,IL,1 fn,IL,2 fn,CF,1
R@R 0m 0.25 0.69 0.34
R@k 0.5m 0.60 (140W) 1.51 (119W) 0.62 (82W)
R@j 1.5m 0.62 (3W) 1.58 (5W) 0.63 (2W)
R@9 2m 0.60 ( 3W) 1.57 ( 1W) 0.62 ( 2W)
R@8 4m 0.62 (3W) 1.67 (6W) 0.64 (3W)
R@e 6m 0.63 (2W) 1.72 (3W) 0.65 (2W)
R@d 8m 0.63 (0W) 1.71 ( 1W) 0.65 (0W)
bB;MB}+Mi bmTT`2bbBp2 2z2+i QM oAoX h?Bb +M #2 b22M 7`QK 6B;m`2 9Xk-
r?2`2 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 Bb +HQb2 iQ  bBimiBQM rBi?Qmi #QmH/2`b 7Q`  0.5 1TD
#QmH/2`X 7i2` MQ`KHBb2/ +QMi+i H2M;i?b Q7 1.5 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 BM+`2b2b
/`KiB+HHv M/ i?2 bmTT`2bbBp2 2z2+i Q7 #QmH/2`b `2 T`QKBM2Mi- 2p2M r?2M
HQ+i2/ i KQ/H MmHH@TQBMibX
6`QK h#H2 9XR QM2 +M HbQ b22 i?i 2p2M i?Qm;? i?2 +QMi+i H2M;i? Bb
p2`v bKHH UI 1TDV i?2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+B2b `2 BM+`2b2/ /`biB+HHv- M/
`2KBMb 7B`Hv +QMbiMi 7Q` BM+`2bBM; +QMi+i H2M;i?b- r?B+?- Bb BM@HBM2 rBi?
r?i /Bb+mbb2/ BM i?2 T`2+2/BM; T`;`T?X
Ai +M HbQ #2 b22M 7`QK 6B;m`2 9Xk M/ i?2 `2bmHib 7`QK +b2 R i?i
r?2M i?2 MQ`KHBb2/ +QMi+i H2M;i? 2t+22/b 4 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 Bb /`KiB+HHv
BM+`2b2/X
9XkX *PLh*h G1L:h> jd
6B;m`2 9XR, 6iB;m2 HB72iBK2 p2`bmb MQ`KHBb2/ #QmH/2` HQ+iBQM HQM; TBT2HBM2 tBb
Ux@tBbVX *QMi+i H2M;i? = 1TD- KmHiB@bTM H2M;i? = 100m
6B;m`2 9Xk, 6iB;m2 HB72iBK2 p2`bmb MQ`KHBb2/ +QMi+i H2M;i? 7`QK +b2 RX aTM
`iBQ = 2 : 1- KmHiB@bTM H2M;i? = 100m
j3 *>Sh1_ 9X _1alGha
6B;m`2 9Xj, 6iB;m2 HB72iBK2 p2`bmb MQ`KHBb2/ +QMi+i H2M;i? 7`QK +b2 kX aTM
`iBQ = 1 : 1- KmHiB@bTM H2M;i? = 100m
*?Ti2` 8
.Bb+mbbBQM
h?2 `2bmHib BM 6B;m`2 9XR rb MQi b 2tT2+i2/- b i?2 ?vTQi?2bBb rb i?i
#QmH/2`b i KQ/H HQ+iBQMb rQmH/ `2b2K#H2  bBimiBQM 2[mH iQ  bBM;H2 bTM
rBi? 2[mH H2M;i?X "mi i?2 `2bmHib bv i?i i?2 KQbi +`BiB+H HQ+iBQM- 2p2M
KQ`2 +`BiB+H i?M  bBM;H2 bTM bBimiBQM- Bb i  `2HiBp2 TQbBiBQM yXR8 HQM;
i?2 x@tBbX h?Bb +M #2 2tTHBM2/ #v i?2 +QK#BMiBQM Q7 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v
M/ bi`2bb KTHBim/2 i i?Bb HQ+iBQM #2BM; i?2 KQbi +`BiB+HX h?Bb TQBMi Bb
HbQ 7m`i?2` 2tTHBM2/ 7m`i?2` /QrM BM i?2 i2ti- #2+mb2 i?2b2 irQ 7+iQ`b
+QK#BM2/ `2 BKTQ`iMi 7Q` 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 b BM/B+i2/ #v i?2 `2bmHibX
"v +QKT`BM; 6B;m`2 9Xk M/ 9Xj  +QM+HmbBQM +QmH/ #2 i?i  #QmH/2`
HQ+i2/ i i?2 KQ/H MmHH@TQBMi Q7 i?2 i?B`/ KQ/2 `2bmHib BM  HQr2` 7iB;m2
HB72iBK2- ?2M+2- #2BM;  KQ`2 +`BiB+H bBimiBQM i?M  #QmH/2` HQ+i2/ i
i?2 KQ/H MmHH@TQBMi Q7 i?2 b2+QM/ KQ/2X h?Bb Bb #2+mb2 +b2 R vB2H/b 
HQr2` Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v i?M +b2 k- M/ Bb KQ`2 T`QM2 iQ oAo i +m``2Mi
p2HQ+BiB2b `2H2pMi 7Q` H`;2 TBT2HBM2b QmibB/2 i?2 LQ`r2;BM +QbiX >Qr2p2`-
#Qi? +b2b `2KQp2 i?2 }`bi KQ/2 +QKTH2i2Hv- r?B+? Bb i?2 KQbi /M;2`Qmb
QM2- i?mb `2bmHiBM; BM  /`biB+ BM+`2b2 BM 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 #v BMi`Q/m+BM; 
#QmH/2` i i?2b2 HQ+iBQMbX
q?2M +QMbB/2`BM; `Q+F /mKTBM; Q` `iB}+BH bmTTQ`ib b oAo bmTT`2bbBQM
K2i?Q/b Bi HQQFb 7`QK i?2 `2bmHib #Qp2 i?i i?2 QTiBKH HQ+iBQM Q7  #QmH/2`
Bb i i?2 KB/TQBMi- ;BpBM; i?2 KQbi #2M2}+BH Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v `2HiBp2 iQ
oAoX
6`QK 6B;m`2 9Xk M/ 9Xj Bi Bb b22M i?i 7i2` i?2 MQ`KHBb2/ +QMi+i H2M;i?
2t+22/b 1.5 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 BM+`2b2b /`biB+HHv- M/ #2vQM/ 9 Bb 2ti`2K2Hv
H`;2X h?Bb +M #2 2tTHBM2/ #v i?2 7+i i?i i?2 irQ M2B;?#Qm`BM; bTMb
`2 MQi BMi2`+iBM; iQ  ;`2i 2ti2Mi- M/ BMi2`+iBQM /BKBMBb?2b b +QMi+i
H2M;i? BM+`2b2X JQ`2Qp2`- #2+mb2 L/D Bb #2HQr 60 7Q` #Qi? BM/BpB/mH bTMb
BM #Qi? KmHiB bTM +b2b Ub22 h#H2 8XRV - bTM #2?pBQm` Bb #2K /QKBMMic
?2M+2- KmHiB@KQ/2 pB#`iBQMb `2 H2bb HBF2HvX
 7m`i?2` 2tTHMiBQM Q7 i?2 7iB;m2 HB72 `2bmHib 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi +QMi+i
H2M;i?b b?QmH/ #2 b22M BM i?2 HB;?i Q7 6B;m`2 8XR- 8Xk- 8Xj- 8X9- 8X8 M/
jN
9y *>Sh1_ 8X .Aa*laaAPL
8Xe- r?B+? `2T`2b2Mi bi`2bb KTHBim/2b- Mim`H 7`2[m2M+B2b M/ KtBKmK
pB#`iBQM KTHBim/2b 7Q` i?2 /Bz2`2Mi +QMi+i H2M;i? +b2bX
"v MHvbBM; M/ +QKT`BM; i?2b2 };m`2b QM2 b22 i?i mMiBH  +2`iBM
i?`2b?QH/ i?2 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 Bb ;Qp2`M2/ #v BM+`2bBM; bi`2bb KTHBim/2b-
r?B+? BM+`2b2 7Q` BM+`2bBM; +QMi+i H2M;i?b M/ BM+`2bBM; /BbiM+2 HQM;
i?2 x@tBb Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2X PM2 +M HbQ b22 i?i i?2 pB#`iBQM KTHBim/2b
`2 H`;2` 7Q` +QMi+i H2M;i?b I1TD i?M 7Q` M 2[mBpH2Mi bBM;H2 bTM B7
QM2 Q7 i?2 KmHiB bTMb i?i `2 +QMbB/2`#Hv HQM;2` i?M i?2 Qi?2`- BX2X 7Q`
+b2 R UbTM `iBQ k,RV i?Bb 2z2+i Bb 2pB/2Mi #mi 7Q` +b2 k UbTM `iBQ R,RV
i?Bb 2z2+i Bb HKQbi MQM@2tBbiBM;X 6Q` +b2 R i?2 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2b `2KBM
`2HiBp2Hv HQr #2+mb2 Q7 i?2 BM+`2bBM; bi`2bb KTHBim/2 7Q` +b2 R mMiBH i?2
+QMi+i H2M;i? BM+`2b2 #2vQM/ 1TDX 6Q` +b2 k i?Bb 2z2+i Bb MQi b 2pB/2Mi
M/ 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2b BM+`2b2 bm#biMiBHHv QMHv #v BMi`Q/m+BM;  #QmH/2`X
7i2` +QMi+i H2M;i?b BM+`2b2 #2vQM/ 1TD i?2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v Q7 i?2
KmHiB bTM rBHH BM+`2b2 #2vQM/ i?2 oAo `2;BQM M/ 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 BM+`2b2b
/`biB+HHv ++Q`/BM;HvX ;BM i?Bb 2z2+i Bb KQ`2 2pB/2Mi 7Q` +b2 R i?M +b2
k- M/ i?2 `2bQM 7Q` i?Bb Bb i?i r?2M QM2 Q7 i?2 KmHiB@bTM b2+iBQMb `2KBM
`2HiBp2Hv H`;2 +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 M2B;?#Qm`BM; bTM i?2 Mim`H 7`2[m2M+v
`2KBMb HQr 2MQm;? 7Q` oAo- 2p2M 7Q` H`;2` +QMi+i H2M;i?bX
AM  +QKT`BbQM rBi? aiiQBH M/ .LoǶb +HbbB}+iBQM Q7 7`22 bTMb Ub22
h#H2 8XkV QMHv i?2 +b2b rBi? I1TD +QMi+i H2M;i? Bb `2;`/2/ b BMi2`+i@
BM; KmHiB bTMbX 6`QK i?2 `2bmHib T`2b2Mi2/ BM i?2 T`2pBQmb +?Ti2` +QMi+i
H2M;i?b mT iQ 4m +M #2 `2;`/2/ b BMi2`+iBM;- Hi?Qm;? MQi +mbBM; p2`v
HQr 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2bX "Qi? aiiQBH M/ .LoǶb +HbbB}+iBQMb `2 `2bQM#H2
++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 `2bmHib- r?2`2 aiiQBHǶb KmHiB@bTM +i2;Q`v b?QmH/ bB;MH
i?i 7m`i?2` BMp2biB;iBQM BMiQ KmHiB@bTM BMi2`+iBQM b?QmH/ #2 +QM/m+i2/X
AM i?2 7i2`Ki? Q7 i?Bb bim/v Bi Bb 2pB/2Mi i?i  KQ`2 bmBi#H2 +?QB+2 Q7
2MpB`QMK2MiH /i M/ bTM +?`+i2`BbiB+b b?QmH/ ?p2 #22M +?Qb2M- bm+?
i?i +`Qbb ~Qr pB#`iBQMb HbQ +QMi`B#mi2bX h?2 2MpB`QMK2MiH /i mb2/ BM
i?Bb bim/v- r?B+? Bb `2T`2b2MiiBp2 7Q`  `2H rQ`H/ bBimiBQM- `2 b22M mM#H2
iQ T`Q/m+2 +`Qbb@~Qr pB#`iBQMb Q7 i?2 KQ/2HH2/ bTMbX 6Q` i?Bb `2bQM- i?2
;`T? BM 6B;m`2 9Xk b?Qr  M2`Hv +QMbiMi Ĝ p2`v ?B;? Ĝ 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 7Q`
*6 pB#`iBQMbX PMHv BM@HBM2 pB#`iBQMb `2 +iBpi2/ 7Q` i?2b2 2MpB`QMK2MiH
/i- r?B+? Bb HbQ b22M 7`QK i?2 2tKTH2 +H+mHiBQM BM 2[miBQM kXjk M/
kXjjX
AM //BiBQM- i?2 BMp2biB;i2/ TBT2HBM2 +?`+i2`BbiB+b r2`2 BMbTB`2/ #v 
H`;2@/BK2MbBQM TBT2HBM2 QM H`;2 ri2` /2Ti?X *QMb2[m2MiHv- i?2 7`22 bTM
`BbF Bb bQK2r?i `2/m+2/ #v i?Bb 7+i- M/ i?Bb bBimiBQM rb MQi b bmBi#H2
b }`bi 2tT2+i2/ 7Q` i?Bb bim/vX
PM2 BKTQ`iMi 2tT2`B2M+2 K/2 /m`BM; i?2 MHvbBb rQ`F rb i?2 +H+m@
HiBQM Q7 KmHiB@bTM KmHiB@KQ/2 7iB;m2- b i?Bb rb MQi b bi`B;?i 7Q`r`/
b }`bi 2tT2+i2/X 6m`i?2` `2b2`+? b?QmH/ HQQF i ?Qr KmHiB@bTMb +QmH/
2{+B2MiHv #2 bb2bb2/ BM  `B;Q`Qmb rvX h?2 K2i?Q/ +?Qb2M BM i?Bb bim/v Bb
+QMb2`piBp2- #2+mb2 Bi bbmK2b i?i /Bz2`2Mi KQ/2b /Q MQi BM~m2M+2 2+?
9R
h#H2 8XR, L/D `iBQ
*a1 L/D
R bBM;H2 bTM 84
R bKHH bTM 28
R HQM; bTM 56
k BM/BpB/mH bTM 42
6B;m`2 8XR, ai`2bb KTHBim/2b 7Q` +b2 R
Qi?2`- BX2X HH KTHBim/2b `2 bbmK2/ iQ #2 7mHHv +iBp2 r?2M i?2 +Q``2@
bTQM/BM; KQ/2 Bb +iBp2X *QMb2[m2MiHv- i?Bb bim/v b?QmH/ #2 +QMbB/2`2/ b
 }`bi@Q`/2` MHvbBb BM/B+iBM; i?2 BM~m2MiBH K;MBim/2 2+? Q7 i?2 irQ
T`K2i2`b ?p2 QM 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2X
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6B;m`2 8Xk, ai`2bb KTHBim/2b 7Q` +b2 k
6B;m`2 8Xj, Lim`H 7`2[m2M+B2b 7Q` +b2 R
9j
6B;m`2 8X9, Lim`H 7`2[m2M+B2b 7Q` +b2 k
6B;m`2 8X8, JtBKmK pB#`iBQM KTHBim/2b 7Q` +b2 R
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6B;m`2 8Xe, JtBKmK pB#`iBQM KTHBim/2b 7Q` +b2 k
h#H2 8Xk, *b2 R M/ k BM `2HiBQM iQ aiiQBH M/ .Lo +HbbB}+iBQM
*a1 ahhPAG .Lo
R@R Lf Lf
R@k JmHiB bTM AMi2`+iBM;
R@j Ĝ RX8 AMi2`KBii2Mi- +H2` AbQHi2/
RXe Ĝ RXd *QMiBMmQmb AbQHi2/
kXR Ĝ kXk JmHiB bTM AMi2`+iBM;
kXj Ĝ kX9 AMi2`KBii2Mi- +H2` AbQHi2/
kX8 Ĝ kXe *QMiBMmQmb AbQHi2/
*?Ti2` e
*QM+HmbBQMb
_2im`MBM; iQ i?2 `2b2`+? [m2biBQMb Tmi 7Q`r`/ BM b2+iBQM RX9 iQ #2 Mbr2`2/
#v i?Bb bim/v,
RX Ab  KmHiB bTM rBi? #QmH/2`b HQ+i2/ i pB#`iBQMH MmHH@TQBMib 2[mBp@
H2Mi iQ  bBM;H2 bTM rBi?  H2M;i? 2[mH iQ HH KmHiB bTMb +QK#BM2/\
kX >Qr rBHH +QMi+i H2M;i? Q7 #QmH/2`b BM~m2M+2 i?2 /vMKB+ #2?pBQm`
Q7  KmHiB bTM\
Zm2biBQM R rb BMp2biB;i2/ BM b2+iBQM 9XR M/ i?2 +QM+HmbBQM Bb i?i HQ+iBM;
#QmH/2`b i KQ/H MmHH@TQBMib rBHH ?p2  bmTT`2bbBp2 2z2+i QM oAo M/
BM+`2b2 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2 7`22 bTM b2+iBQMX AM Qi?2` rQ`/b- 
KmHiB@bTM rBi? #QmH/2`b i KQ/H MmHH@TQBMib `2 MQi 2[mH iQ M 2[mBpH2Mi
bBM;H2 bTM- Km+? #2+mb2 i?2 +`BiB+H }`bi KQ/2 Bb `2KQp2/X
a2+QM/Hv- #QmH/2`b HQ+i2/ i i?2 KQ/H MmHH@TQBMi Q7 i?2 b2+QM/ KQ/2
Bb KQ`2 bmTT`2bbBp2 i?M #QmH/2`b HQ+i2/ i i?2 KQ/H MmHH@TQBMi Q7 i?2
i?B`/ KQ/2X h?2 mi?Q` #2HB2p2b 7Q`  bTM `iBQ Q7 k,R i?2 H`;2` bTM rBHH-
#2+mb2 Bi Bb HQM;2` i?M i?2 bTMb BM  R,R bTM `iBQ@+b2- +mb2 i?2 b2+QM/
BM@HBM2 KQ/2 Q7 i?2 KmHiB bTM iQ pB#`i2 i  HQr2` Mim`H 7`2[m2M+vc M/
+QMb2[m2MiHv +HQb2` iQ i?2 b?2//BM; 7`2[m2M+vX
Zm2biBQM k rb BMp2biB;i2/ BM b2+iBQM 9Xk rBi? i?2 7QHHQrBM; +QM+HmbBQMbX
6B`bi-  HQr +QMi+i H2M;i? rBHH +mb2 M2B;?#Qm`BM; bTMb iQ BM~m2M+2 2+?
Qi?2`b pB#`iBQMb- BX2X  KmHiB bTM bBimiBQMX
a2+QM/- 2p2M HQr +QMi+ib UI1TDV rBHH ?p2  bmTT`2bbBp2 2z2+i QM i?2
/vMKB+ #2?pBQm` Q7  KmHiB bTMX AM Qi?2` rQ`/b-  bKHH #QmH/2` T`2b2Mi
BM  7`22 bTM b2+iBQM rBHH ?p2  bmTT`2bbBp2 2z2+i- i?mb BM+`2b2 i?2 7iB;m2
HB72 Q7 i?Bb TBT2HBM2 b2+iBQM- +QKT`2/ iQ  bBimiBQM rBi?Qmi #QmH/2`bX
 i?B`/ +QM+HmbBQM 7`QK i?Bb bim/v Bb i?i r?2M +QMbB/2`BM; bTM +Q``2+@
iBQM #v BMi`Q/m+BM; bmTTQ`ib- i?2b2 bmTTQ`ib b?QmH/ #2 HQ+i2/ b +HQb2 iQ
i?2 KB/TQBMi b TQbbB#H2X .m2 iQ i?2 7+i i?i i?Bb +QM};m`iBQM `2bmHib BM
i?2 KQbi #2M2}+BH /vMKB+ #2?pBQm` Q7 i?2 TBT2HBM2c KQpBM; i?2 Mim`H
7`2[m2M+v 7`i?2bi rv 7`QK i?2 oAo `M;2X
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*?Ti2` d
6m`i?2` qQ`F
h?2 7`22 bTMb +QMbB/2`2/ BM i?Bb bim/v `2 MQi p2`v HQM;- M/ 7Q` HH i?2 KmHiB
bTMb i?2 2tT2+i2/ /vMKB+ #2?pBQm` Bb KBMHv #2K /QKBMi2/- ?2M+2-
KmHiB@KQ/2 #2?pBQm` Bb MQi 2tT2+i2/X JmHiB@bTM b2+iBQM rBi? HQM;2` BM/B@
pB/mH bTMb b?QmH/ #2 BMp2biB;i2/ iQ HQQF ?Qr +#H2 /QKBMi2/ #2?pBQm`
UBX2X KmHiB@KQ/2V BM~m2M+2 i?2 7iB;m2 HB72iBK2 7Q` /Bz2`2Mi #QmH/2` +QM};@
m`iBQMbX
MQi?2` BMi2`2biBM; `2 Q7 7m`i?2` `2b2`+? Bb iQ BMp2biB;i2 i?2 BM~m2M+2
Q7  TBT2HBM2 MQi `2biBM; T2`KM2MiHv QM  #QmH/2` /m`BM; oAoX "v `2bQM
i?Bb bBimiBQM rBHH +mb2 i?2 +QM+`2i2 iQ +`+F QM i?Bb HQ+iBQM TQbbB#Hv H2/@
BM; iQ ?B;?2` bi`2bb +QM+2Mi`iBQM 7+iQ`b M/ HQr2` TBT2HBM2 bi`2M;i?X h?Bb
Bb MQi +QMbB/2`2/ BM i?Bb bim/v- b i?2 TBT2HBM2 Bb bbmK2/ iQ #2 biiBQM`v
QM iQT Q7 i?2 #QmH/2`X
h?2 Hbi bm;;2biBQM 7Q` 7m`i?2` rQ`F- r?B+? rb HbQ K2MiBQM2/ 2`HB2`-
Bb iQ /2p2HQT  `B;Qm`Qb M/ T`+iB+H K2i?Q/ Q7 KmHiB@bTM 7iB;m2 HB72 b@
b2bbK2MiX h?2 +m``2Mi T`+iB+2 Bb /B{+mHi M/ i2/BQmb iQ T2`7Q`KX  7bi2`
M/ KQ`2 2{+B2Mi K2i?Q/ rQmH/ KF2 Bi 2bB2` iQ BM+Hm/2 2z2+ib Q7 M2B;?@
#Qm`BM; bTMb M/ i?2 /Bz2`2Mi 2z2+ib QM KQ/2 b?T2- pB#`iBQM KTHBim/2
M/ KtBKmK bi`2bb KTHBim/2bX
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T?v
(R) LauaX 9XRdy h_:1Rdy j@/ i`;2i b2;K2Mi UlSRNN3y3kR VX
?iiT,ffKQbi`2HXbFf?iKHf2H2Kn88f+?Ti2`9f1a9@RdyX?iKX
(k) LauaX 9Xky SAS1ky THbiB+ bi`B;?i TBT2 UlSRNN3y3kR VX
?iiT,ffrrrXMbvbXbim#XbFf?iKHf2H2Kn88f+?Ti2`9f1a9@kyX?iKX
(j) LauaX 9XkR JaakR bi`m+im`H Kbb UlSRNN3y3kR VX ?iiT,ffrrrXM@
bvbXbim#XbFf?iKHf2H2Kn88f+?Ti2`9f1a9@kRX?iKX
(9) LauaX *PLhRd8X ?iiT,ffrrrXb?`+M2iX+faQ7ir`2f6Hm@
2MiRjf?2HTfMbn2H2Kf>HTn1n*PLhRd8X?iKHX
(8) `i?m` SX "Q`2bB M/ _B+?`/ CX a+?KB/iX /pM+2/ J2+?MB+b Q7 J@
i2`BHbX qBH2v- e 2/BiBQM- P+iQ#2` kyykX
(e) qBHHBK .X *HHBbi2`X Ji2`BHb a+B2M+2 M/ 1M;BM22`BM;, M AMi`Q/m+@
iBQMX qBH2v- d 2/BiBQM- 62#`m`v kyyeX
(d) 1X 6BMM2KQ`2 M/ CQb2T? 6`MxBMBX 6HmB/ J2+?MB+b qBi? 1M;BM22`@
BM; TTHB+iBQMbX J+:`r@>BHH a+B2M+2f1M;BM22`BM;fJi?- Ry 2/BiBQM-
P+iQ#2` kyyRX
(3) PHp 6v`BH2Bp M/ G2B7 *QHH#2`;X AM~m2M+2 Q7 T`2bbm`2 BM TBT2HBM2 /2bB;M
@ 2z2+iBp2 tBH 7Q`+2X >HFB/BFB- :`22+2- CmM2 kyy8X
(N) CXJXCX CQm`Mû2 M/ qXqX JbbB2X G2+im`2 MQi2b BM Qzb?Q`2 ?v/`QK2@
+?MB+b Rbi 2/- kyyRX
(Ry) CX_X JQ`BbQM- CXqX CQ?MbQM- M/ aXX a+?7X h?2 7Q`+2 2t2`i2/ #v
bm`7+2 rp2b QM TBH2bX CQm`MH Q7 S2i`QH2mK h2+?MQHQ;v- kU8V- Jv
RN8yX
(RR) 1X:X Si2`bQMX TT`QtBKi2 bQHmiBQMb Q7 i?2 MpB2`@biQF2b 2[miBQMb-
kyy8X




(Rj) :ɃMi2` a+?2r2X PM i?2 7Q`+2 ~m+imiBQMb +iBM; QM  +B`+mH` +vHBM/2` BM
+`Qbb~Qr 7`QK bm#+`BiB+H mT iQ i`Mb+`BiB+H `2vMQH/b MmK#2`bX CQm`MH
Q7 6HmB/ J2+?MB+b- Rjj,ke8Ĝk38- RN3jX
(R9) >´p` aQHHmK M/ EMmi o2/2H/X  b2KB@MHviB+H KQ/2H 7Q` 7`22 pB#`@
iBQMb Q7 7`22 bTMMBM; Qzb?Q`2 TBT2HBM2bX _2b2`+? _2TQ`i BM J2+?M@
B+b yk- lMBp2`bBiv Q7 PbHQ- .2+2K#2` kyRkX
(R8) hQ`2 aǠ`2B/2- :mMM` SmHb2M- M/ 6BMM :mMM` LB2Hb2MX S`K2i2`
bim/v Q7 HQM; 7`22 bTMbX AM h?2 T`Q+22/BM;b Q7 i?2 2H2p2Mi? UkyyRV BMi2`@
MiBQMH Qzb?Q`2 M/ TQH` 2M;BM22`BM; +QM72`2M+2X- aipM;2`- LQ`rv-
CmM2 kyyRX AaPS1X
(Re) "X JmiHm amK2` M/ CQ`;2M 6`2/bQ2X >v/`Q/vMKB+b `QmM/ *v+HBM/`B@
+H ai`m+im`2bX qQ`H/ a+B2MiB}+ Sm# *Q AM+- `2pBb2/ 2/BiBQM- a2Ti2K#2`
kyyeX
(Rd) .2i LQ`bF2 o2`BibX .Lo@_S@6Ry8 7`22 bTMMBM; TBT2HBM2b- 62#`m`v
kyyeX
(R3) CK2b qM;- 6X ai2p2M qM;- :M; .mM- M/ SmH CmF2bX oAo MH@
vbBb Q7 TBT2HBM2b mM/2` +QKTH2t bTM +QM/BiBQMbXT/7X >`#BM- *?BM-
CMm`v kyyNX h?2 .22Tri2` Pzb?Q`2 a+B2M+2 aQ+B2ivX
(RN) *X >X EX qBHHBKbQMX h?2 2tBbi2M+2 Q7 irQ bi;2b BM i?2 i`MbBiBQM iQ
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